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Atchley requests higher funding
by Nancy Tringali
staff writer
University President Bill Atchley has requested
$58.6 million in state funding for the 1984-1985
school year, including $2.4 million to replace outdated laboratory equipment. In a presentation made
to the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education, Atchley said he believes higher education
should be one of the state's top priorities.
"In South Carolina, it is long overdue for the
spotlight to turn to education," Atchley said. "Improvements are certainly needed, but not just in
grade school and high schools. The colleges and
universities need help, too."
The request is a 27.6 percent increase over this
year's funds, which Atchley hopes will make up for "past
years of underfunding," and begin to remedy a
"long-standing equipment problem at the university."
"Clemson has been cutting back and establishing
priorities," Atchley said. "In fact, at times we've
taken more drastic measures than other colleges
and universities. [But] it simply costs more to
educate engineers than liberal arts majors."
Atchley called the situation involving obsolete
equipment in high-tech engineering and industrial
fields a "very critical problem."
"There are many examples throughout the nine
colleges that do a real injustic to our students and
researchers in falling so far behind the current
technology," he said.
Atchley remarked in his presentation that in
Clemson's College of Engineering alone, 25 percent
of the equipment is more than 20 years old.
The South Carolina Society for Professional
Engineers assessed the immediate need for the

engineering department at $5 million, Atchley said.
"And the chemical industry is one of the states
largest—a $2 billion industry," he said. "Yet our
students will graduate and go into these industries
having had their instruction on pieces of equipment
so old that even the manufacturers no longer make
replacement parts."
The president added that the $2.4 million equipment replacement request would be only the first
phase in a five-year plan to address a problem caused
by "years of neglect and the high cost of updating
so many items. "
Other funding allocations in Atchley's presentation to the commission include request to finance
deferred maintenance at the university and the continued operation of Clemson's Energy Center.
Atchley also recommended the establishment of a
Task Force to educate the public on the importance
of higher education, noting that other regions of the
country have had success in similar efforts. He also
advised setting up a special incentive fund to attract top students into teaching, especially in math
and science.
The state's budget has continued to grow over the
years, Atchley said, but higher education's share of
the money has declined by 35 percent over the past
10 years.
"Clemson's share since 1974-1975 has dropped 44
percent, nearly half of what is was 10 years ago
despite institutional growth, the high demand for
our engineering and other programs, and high inflation," he said.
"I consider [this budget] very reasonable and a
conservative request concerning our needs,"
Atchley said.

Senators elected despite
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Alicia Hucks works at a voting booth as Bill White and Ricky Fouts vote for
: their favorite candidate,
by Jan Jordan
Mary Anna Hopkins, and Andrea Lee
assistant news editor
from Brynes; and Jill Hupke from.
Barnett.
Student Senate elections were held
Sophia Chatos, Deborah Edwards, and
[ Thursday, Sept. 1, with a voter turnout of Roland Knight are the new represenU137 students. "The turnout was not tatives from Clemson House.
Igood," David Stalnaker, student body
Johnstone senators for this year are
president, said. "About 6000 would be a Pamela May, Amanda Champion, and
good turnout."
Anna Marie Tolson from A-Section; Ken
Of the 69 positions open in the Senate,: McGee from B-Section; Martin Hendricks
42 were filled. The runoff election, which from C-Section; Scott Mullen from
involves the remainder of the open slots, D-Section; Tim Scott from E-Section; and
was held today.
Todd Dowell and Robert Dill from
New senators for east campus are F-Section.
Becky Ott and Karen Clark from Manning
On the Fraternity Quad, Wilson
Hall; Craig Fowler from Lever; Susan Sheldon was elected from Donaldson;
I Culbreth from Smith; Sangeeth Reedy, Gene McManus from Bradley; Jeff Jinks

University President Bill Atchley addressed South Carolina
Commission on Higher Education at a meeting in Columbia last
week.
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voter turnout

from Bowen; and Nathan Cecil from
Wannamaker.
Other west campus senators are Mary
Giard from Young, Lisa Carter from Geer,
Scott Yarborough from Cope, Pam Mason
from Benet, and Curtis Sims from
YMCA/Fike.
Deborah Sallaway was elected from
Village Green Apartments; Paul
Massenburg and Chip McElhattan from
Thornhill Village; and Jon Aardema and
Gene Poulnot from Calhoun Courts.
Off-campus representation is decided
by considering the size of each college's
commuting student population. All colleges have at least one senator.
No one ran for the positions representing the College of Architecture, the College of Nursing, or Mauldin Hall. "We will
have to appoint them [Architecture and
Nursing] after the first Senate meeting,
but we don't know what we will do about
the Mauldin Hall spot yet," Student
Senate President Oran Smith said.
In contrast to the lack of candidates in
the above areas, the College of Engineering, which is represented by five senators,

had 29 candidates. All of these will be in
the runoff.
"I don't know why we have absolutely
no interest in some spots and so much interest in others," Smith said.
There were also a lot of write-in candidates this year, according to Smith.
"We will also have to call the write-ins to
be sure they are interested," he said.
The College of Commerce and
Industry's commuters chose Janet Farr
and Fred Richey to be two of their four
senators. Ten students are in this runoff.
The College of Education will be
represented by Brian Ponder, Marilyn
Ross, and Doug Johnson; the College of
Agriculture by Christopher Ray and
David Lockwood; the College of Liberal
Arts by Keith Munson; and the College of
Recreation and Parks Administration and
Forestry by Alan Lawson.
Six students from the College of
Sciences are in the runoff.
The first Student Senate meeting will
be Sept. 12. "We're excited about getting
back into the issues," Smith said. "We've
got a lot of things we'd like to do."

Committee sets budget
by Betsy Russell
staff writer
The Board of Trustees' Budget and
Finance Committee recommended the
adoption of a $176.3 million budget for
the 1983-84 school year as a result of its
Sept. 2 meeting. Of that, $76 million will
go to educational and general expenses.
The university has been operating
under this budget since July 1, when the
new fiscal year began. The Board of
Trustees did not give formal approval un-

til now because the amount of state funding the university would receive was not
known, according to Margaret Pridgen of
University Information and Public Relations.
The committee's recommendation will
come before the Board of Trustees at its
Sept. 16 meeting.
The state is expected to give the university $46.4 million to help fund the $76
million needed in educational costs.
Students helped make up the difference
see Budget, page 13
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Police Beat

SEPTEMBER 14, 1983
LAST DAY FOR
UNDERGRADUATES TO
WITHDRAW FROM
A COURSE
WITHOUT RECORD
OR WITHDRAW FROM
THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECORD

Crime rate down slightly
by Troy Terry
staf f writer
The past week was relatively quiet, according to
Thea McCrary, university investigator. The number
of bike thefts and vandalisms were down from last
week, and the number of total calls was down slightly.
Saturday was not as bad as anticipated, also.
The crowd was not at large as was expected, and
there were only seven arrests. All arrests were for liquor violations: five for regular violations and two
for possession by minors. According to McCrary,
one of the minors was a Clemson student.
"For the weather to have been so bad and the
new deck being opened, things went real well, she
said. "There were no serious traffic problems, and
the day went real smoothly."
In other police news, a peeping torn was
reported in Thornhill Village Sept. 2.
"We're working on those right now," McCrary
said. "We would suggest that all the girls over there

keep their blinds pulled and their back porch lights
on to make the area more visible for our patrols."
A burglary was also reported in Thornhill
Village Sept. 3. "Apparently the girl came home and
found a man in her apartment," McCrary said. She
called us, and we almost caught him. We're working
on it now."
Also Sept. 2, Jimmie Nural Walker was arrested
for driving under the influence at the intersection of
Highway 93 and Y-Beach.
Sept. 5, a car was vandalized in the C5 parking
lot, and four vacuum cleaners were stolen from a file
cabinet in the P&AS building.
A student was picked up Sept. 7, at the Fast
Fare by city police after the clerk noticed he was
behaving strangely. After seeing his identification,
they called the campus police, who transported the
student to Redfern Health Center. He has been
diagnosed as having amnesia.
"He's just gone blank," McCrary said. "We
know who he is, but he doesn't."

TO WITHDRAW, THE STUDENT MUST
. . PICK UP A DROP-ADD (SCHEDULE
CHANGE) CARD FROM THE
STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE, SIKES
HALL
. . OBTAIN THE APPROVAL
SIGNATURE OF THE STUDENT'S
ADVISOR
. . OBTAIN THE SIGNATURE OF THE
INSTRUCTOR (OR DEPARTMENT
HEAD) OF THE COURSE
. . RETURN THE DROP-ADD CARD TO
THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE,
SIKES HALL, NO LATER THAN
4:30 P.M. WEDNESDAY,

ROTC campers recognized
by Albert Michaels
staff writer
The Army ROTC Department
held a recognition party Wednesday at East Bank. The party was
in honor of all rising seniors who
successfully completed the
ROTC Advanced Camp, held at
Fort Bragg, N.C., this summer.
According to Cadet Battalion
Commander James Floyd, "It is
good experience for the seniors
as well as the underclassmen. We
can tell them about our experiences in Army ROTC, and they
let us see the quality of the

cadets we instruct."
Professor of Military Science,
Lieutenant Colonel Robert Powell,
said, "This year's turnout was
one of the best. The caliber of
cadets is outstanding."
The Clemson cadets again distinguished themselves by finishing 34 out of 107 participating
schools.
Students honored include:
Michael Albaneze, Eric Baskin,
Bruce Connelly, Douglas
Dimond, Alton Feaster, James
Floyd, George Ford, Bruce
Fowler, John Gaillard, George
Hoffman, Richard Holstein IV,

Eric Knox, and Herman Hamilton
(Central Wesleyan College).
The honor list also includes
William Leister, Mark Lybrand,
Lorin McCollough, Andrew
McLeod, Keith Munson, William
Parnell, Edward Pruett, Jr.,
Michael Richey, Jeffrey Shelton,
Kenneth Stech, Scott Thomas,
and James Vaught.
An additional and important
purpose for the party was to
welcome all first-year students in
the ROTC program and to give
them an opportunity to meet and
talk to upperclassmen and the
faculty about the program.

SEPTEMBER 14, 1983

WITHDRAWALS AFTER SEPTEMBER 14,
1983, WILL BE SUBTRACTED FROM_THE
STUDENT'S LIMIT

Inside
Nurse plays doctor
So you think you had an
exciting summer vacation.
Read about senior nursing
student Kathy White's
action-packed summer in
Honduras on page 17.

Eagles up next
Last year the Tigers had
nothing but problems when
Boston College flapped into
Death Valley, and they were
lucky to end the afternoon
with a 17-17 tie. Will the
same be true this year?
Find out about superpasser Doug Flutie and the
rest of the BC Eagles on
page 24.
• Opinions, pages 14 and 15
• Campus Bulletin, page 16
• Center Stage, page 21

Daily Happy Hours
5-7
10 'til . . .
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Lounge and Game Room
Less than a 5-minute walk from campus
WIDEST SELECTION OF DRAFT BEERS IN CLEMSON

BEGINNING SUNDAY, SEPT. 11, QUARTERS WILL
BE OPEN SUNDAYS FROM 1 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
WITH THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS:
FREE POPCORN, ORDER OF HOT NACHOS, AND
REG. SOFT DRINK (REG. $2)

ONLY $1.25
; ublished weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University, The Tiger
is the oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer school, school holidays or examination periods.
The Tiger is a member ot the Associated Collegiate Press and is a five-star AllAmerica award winner.
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C. 29631. The mailing address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, S.C. 29632-2097.
Subscription rates are $9 per year and $5 per semester. Local and national
advertising rates are available upon request.
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located at suite 906 of the
Edgar A. Brown University Union. The telephone numbers are business, (803)
656-2167, and editorial, (803) 656-2150.

ENJOY NFL FOOTBALL AND YOUR FAVORITE VIDEO
GAMES SUNDAY AT QUARTERS INO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SERVEDi
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Director appointed
for business center
by Doug Sheorn
staff writer

The new Chemistry Building, which will have over 100,000 square feet, is scheduled to be completed in 1986.

Chemistry building on the way
by Gregory Hall
staff writer
The new $11.6 million chemistry building will be available for
student use in the summer of
1986 "if everything continues to
go smoothly," according to
University Master Planner Mark
Wright.
"Construction firm bids will be
taken in December, and the
ground-breaking and actual construction should begin in
January of 1984," Wright said.
The new chemistry building is
to replace the much out-dated
Brackett "Hall, constructed in
1951, with an addition that dates
to 1966. According to Wright, architects claimed that it was "not
economically feasible" to
renovate Brackett. As- a result,
the university requested the

replacement facility in 1980, and
approval was received in 1981.
Funding was not granted, however, until 1982.
The new triangular-shaped
structure which will be located
south of Sirrine Hall, will have
over 100,000 square feet on four
floors and will feature a separate
250-seat lecture/demonstration
amphitheater.
Approximately 40 precent of
the main building will house
research laboratories and support facilities, including specialty
laboratories like high-pressure,
radiochemistry, and carcinogen
laboratories, a clean room, and a
computer facility containing
remote terminals hooked directly
into the university computer.
Freshman chemistry labs will
be on the first floor, and other
teaching labs will be on the sec-

ond and third floors. The
research labs will occupy part of
the second and third floors and
all of the fourth floor, thus restricting the flow of traffic to the
lower levels of the building.
Although the size of the new
structure will satisfactorily meet
the needs of the current student
population, Chemistry Department Head Darryl DesMarteau
fears that by 1990—just four
years after its completion—the
building may be too small.
"Because the inflation rate
climbed considerably from the
time the $11.6 million figure was
approved, we had hoped to have
that figure raised to meet today's
cost," DesMarteau said. "But instead, we had to cut the building
down to a size smaller than it
should be."

Pat Cunningham, former
manager of the USC at Spartanburg office, was recently appointed director of the Small
Business Development Center
here at Clemson.
"My time is spent coordinating
seminars for Clemson and its
12-county area," Cunningham
said, "as well as coordinating internal activities with the account
executive."
Dean Ryan Amacher of the
College of Commerce and Industry explained his decision in
choosing Cunningham out of the
50 or more applicants from all
over the country. "I thought his
background and experience made
him ideal for the job," Amacher
said.
Created in 1978, the Small
Business Development Center is
a consortium of four state-funded
colleges and universitites. These
schools are Clemson University,
Winthrop College, the University
of South Carolina, and South
Carolina State College.
The state is divided in thirds
with one of the first three schools
as its Basic Service Center, with
smaller satellite offices in its
service area, and S.C. State College addressing the business
needs of disadvantaged and
minority businesses. These colleges and universities work
together in an effort to help the
small businessman analyze his
problems and find solutions.
The overall purpose of the
SBDC, Cunningham said, "is to
decrease the failure rate of small
businesses."
The new director said the
SBDC goes about helping the
small business manager in two

Pat Cunningham

ways; "with one-on-one consulting with one of our five consultants and with workshops and
seminars." Seminars, such as the
ones he spoke of, are planned for
Sept. 13, 20, and 27, in 101 Sirrine Hall.
SBDC program is funded with
state appropriations, along with
matching federal grants and
private contributions.
"The backbone of our country
is small business," Cunningham
said. For every small business we
can salvage, unemployment will
be lowered. People will be able to
have jobs. It means the tax base
will be larger, and state supported facilities will profit."
Credence is lent to Cunningham's statement of the importance of small business in South
Carolina with a look at last year's
statistics. According to these
statistics,
59,000
small
businesses were located in South
Carolina. These businesses
employ 56 percent of our state's
private labor force and pay over
$6.6 billion in annual wages.
Cunningham also said the program is instrumental in bringing
bigger industries into the state
because "large businesses often
ask, 'How healthy are the small
businesses?' They are a
barometer of the economic health
of the region."

PR n Pdy Sho« Q
Sale. Women's casuals.

Women's casual oxford. Tan.
■ Men's reg. $14.97...$10
■ Children's 81/2-4,
reg. $9.97...$7
Women's matching leather $ g*
handbags, reg. $6.97 & $7.97... w
Women's knee socks, reg. $1.69 & $1.99...$ 1.25

Women's boat moc has
rawhide laces. Brown.
■ Men's reg. $14.97...$10
■ Children's 8V2-4, reg. $9.97...$7
■ Children's 5-8, reg. $8.97...$7

123 Bypass • Clemson
Sale prices good thru Sun. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and open Sun. 1-6pm.
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CLEMSON TIGERS FOR FOOTBALL

FOR

IT'S

PIZZA - SUBS - SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA - SOUP - SALAD
DINE IN
CARRY OUT
FAST. FREE, HOT DELIVERY
FEATURING THRU THURSDAY, 9/15/83

FREE LARGE COKES with all
LONG SANDWICHES & 10", 14', 16",* .20" PIZZAS
1
2
3
4

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

LG.
LG.
LG.
LG.

COKE with any LONG SANDWICH or 10" PIZZA
COKES with EVERY 14" PIZZA
COKES with any 16" PIZZA
COKES with EVERY 20" PARTY-SIZE PIZZA
As Close As Your Phone

NO CHECK CASHING CHARGE

PRICE & COMPARE-THEN GIVE US A CALL AT

654-6990
ONLY AT OHANELO'S
7" PIZZA 1 TOPPING + SALAD BAR + ICED TEA
7" PIZZA 1 TOPPING + SOUP BAR + ICED TEA
SHORT SANDWICH + SALAD BAR + ICED TEA
SHORT SANDWICH + SOUP BAR + ICED TEA
SOUP BAR + SALAD BAR + ICED TEA

TAKE YOUR PICK ONLY 60 QO

Expires Fri., 9/16/83 V*'W

DAILY FROM 11 A.M. TO 9 P.M. DINE IN ONLY

EVERY DAY

o

h
</>a.

So

ZO

ONLY AT CHANELO'S

Only
$5
Savings $2.50
10" PIZZA with 1 of your
Favprite Toppings plus 2 Tossed
Salads plus Bottomless Iced Teas
DINE IN ONLY
Good from opening to closing
Expires Fri., 9/16/83

O

h
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Ten Questions

McCrary has students' interests in mind
don't drop it until we have exhausted all leads and all
alternatives. Even then we don't really drop it; we just sit
on it for awhile until something new develops.

By Pam Sheppard
news editor

Thea McCrary, university investigator, has worked at
Clemson for the past four years. She was employed as a
public investigator with the Greenville police department
until her arrival at Clemson.
McCrary, who has dealt with rapists, robbers, and
vandals, feels her transfer to Clemson was a rewarding
one.
—Do you think the police department is treated fairly by
students, and does the department get the respect it deserves?
I think some students have problems when they get
traffic tickets, or sometimes their cars are towed and they
don't understand. Usually the student police are the ones
not respected, but they have a job to do. They are supplementing the department so they can better serve the
students. Overall, I think the department is well
respected by students.
—Does the department treat students better than it
treats an outsider coming onto campus and committing a
crime?
We have more options with the students, and we go
out of our way to try to help them more so than if someone
comes to the campus to commit crimes. We realize they
are students, and they have special problems, and
therefore we try to be more understanding. In traffic offenses, I wouldn't say they get breaks because they are
students.
—What is the most difficult problem on campus this
year?
We've had a lot of bike thefts, but we've also had
some peeping torn and prowler problems over at Thornhill
village. We're concentrating on that right now because
we're more interested in personal safety rather than a
theft. We're working on the bike problem but are putting
an all-out effort into the Thornhill Village scene. We've
got to make sure our girls are safe. We've always had
peeping toms, but all of a sudden there seems to be a lot
occuring at once. Part of the reason could be that so many
girls reside in Thornhill this year.
—What has been the worst problem you've faced in your
four years here, and when do you end an investigation?
The rape we had on campus last year down below Lee
Hall and the scene we had in Horticulture Gardens (a girl
was assaulted) would have to qualify as the two worst.
But we never stop an investigation unless it results in an
arrest or it results in the complaining party being satisfied with whatever action is taken. For example, if a roommate steals something and we catch her and the girl
doesn't want to press charges, then we drop it. But we

JOIN
THE TIGER

—What programs does the dapartment have planned for
students this year?
This year we have the same programs we had last
year: the rape prevention program, the hub-cap registration program, the PID program, which is engraving objects with a personal identification number, the false fire
alarm program, and now we're working on a new program
that has not been named yet. It will be where a person has
the option of going to court or going through a course.
They will see films, and people will talk to them. In the
end it will be like they never got the ticket—like for
speeding they wouldn't lose points. Hopefully, we will institute that soon. It would be open to anyone who gets a
ticket on campus, but it is geared towards the students,
faculty and staff population. However, any of our programs are open free of charge and to anyone.
—What is the role of the campus police on Saturdays during football games, and what is their role throughout the
week?
The main role of our police officers is the safety of the
students on campus. The students always come first.
Some of our officers are inside the stadium, but most are
available for campus problems. The only time they help in
the game duties is if something bad happens and back-up
is needed other than that, they are available for the
students who don't go to the game and to keep an eye on
the places that aren't occupied with all the people. I work
inside the stadium helping with scalping, alcohol arrest,
and any type of disturbance which may arise. But, we've
almost completely eliminated the professional scalper,
and there aren't as many arrests being made for alcohol.
At Western Carolina we had about seven alcohol abusers,
whereas last year at South Carolina, we had close to 50 or
60. On a day-to-day basis, in addition to the general police
there's three investigators, a chief, a lieutenant, and other
people in administration. We are responsible for all the
university property, although the three-to-six officers on
duty concentrate on the campus. Anderson County watches the land we have in Anderson, and Oconee watches
the land we have there.
—Is it harder working with students than it was to work
with the general public?
It's completely different. There are much more alternatives working with students. Students are special people, I think; they need to be treated different from the
general public because they are in a different environment
and they have problems that need to be dealt with. Here
we have so many more avenues other than arrest because
nine times out of 10 we're not dealing with a hard-nosed
criminal. It's not harder working with students. It is
definitely trying, but it is also much more rewarding when
you can see an end to what's going on a lot faster and you
really know you're helping make someone a better person.

i

Thea McCrary

photo by Tim Alexander

—What is the law with beer on campus?
It's advised against open use in the handbook, but
there is no law that says "you can't have open beer on
campus." We've never had any problems with it before.
Like a few friends may get together and have beer, or
someone may come from downtown with a beer and that's
no problem either. As long as they stay orderly it's fine,
and our students are good about that.
—What does the department do when they catch someone
for something like vandalism or thefts?
Each case in different just like each person who commits the crime is different. One person who steals may
just be stealing for attention; whereas someone else may
be stealing for the money or whatever. It all depends. We
always try to help the student out without having to impose something heavy. Usually it results in a fine or just
returning the stuff or going through one of the programs
or going for counseling.
—What tips would you like to give the students to ensure
a safer campus? ■
The main thing I'd'like to make students aware of
is—always know what is going on around you. This applies to girls jogging or walking or people just walking
across campus. If you're aware of what's going on, then
there's a pretty good chance that you'll notice something
peculiar going on. Always call the police. Even if it's
something small. You don't have to give a name or anything. If there's a theft, report it. We have a hard time
catching the criminal if no one reports the crimes. And
don't leave keys above the dorm room doors. That's the
oldest trick in the world, and every one knows about it.
The worst attitude to take is "Gee, I don't think anything
could be too wrong." Because if it isn't now, it could lead
to something eventually.

Our
TOMORROWS

Ifs amusing!

depend on you TODAY

The Tiger meets
Sundays
8:00 P. M.
Room 907
Student Union

Plan and design tomorrow's weapon systems today. See your ideas and
concepts materialize. Have the finest, state-of-the-art equipment to test
your theories. The working environment is conducive to research and Air Force
experience is second to none. You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have a scientific or engineering degree. Help us shape our future as we help
you start yours. Contact

SSGT BEN HAYDEN
600 Columbia Ave. Suites 5 & 8
Lexington, SC 29072
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News Briefs

Georgia date tickets available
The ticket office has announced that date
tickets for the Georgia game will be made available
to students.
The tickets will cost $12 and will be sold
through the regular ticket distribution system during the week of September 12.
South Carolina tickets will be sold on a firstcome, first-serve basis Sept. 26, at the library beginning at 7:30 a.m. South Carolina ticket stubs will be
limited to one per student and will cost $15. These
stubs can be exchanged the day of the game for a
reserved seat. The ticket booths are located next to
the Cantey Building on the State Fair Grounds, and
the tickets can be purchased from 9:30 a.m. until
3 p.m.
•
An ID and a validated activities card will be required both to purchase the stub and to exchange it
for a ticket, and no date tickets will be available.

"It is important for all students and faculty to
support the program," Peden said, "in order to
understand how each of us can help in the prevention of child abuse."

Student positions

According to Student Body President David
Stalnaker, there are several student positions available through the executive branch of Student
Government.
Nineteen appointments "have to be made by me
in the near future," Stalnaker said. "This is an excellent opportunity for an infusion of new blood into
some very important areas."
These appointments include three academic
grievance positions, three commission on undergraduate studies spots, and two commission of student affairs posts.
Some of these appointments are restricted to
students in particular majors and classes.
South Carolina Attorney General Travis
Anyone interested in these positions or any of
Medlock will be at Tillman Hall Sept. 19, to speak the others available should contact Student Governon child abuse prevention.
ment.
"The purpose of the program is to create more
awareness of the problem of child abuse and to
motivate people to prevent such abuse," Ken Peden,
associate professor of Education, said.
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity elected
The program will begin at 3 p.m. with a Human
Services Exhibit. The exhibit will feature displays new members Monday night. A reception will be
of agencies who are concerned with child abuse. held Sept. 11, in honor of the 10 initiates.
According to David Lockwood, president of
Then, at 5 p.m. there will be a dinner, followed by a
Blue Key, a member must have attended Clemson
reception with speakers at 6:30 p.m.
The Attorney General will speak at 7 p.m. for two years. "A student must be in the top 35 perFollowing Medlock will be Assistant Solicitor cent of his class, must show scholastic and leaderKathleen Jennings with a slide presentation. Clos- ship ability, and must put Clemson University
ing the program will be Family Court Chief Judge first," he said.
The new members are Ken Robinson, Joe Ervin,
Robert H. Cureton.
Fourteen groups will sponsor the program, in- Vivian Case, Neil James, Bonnie Bragg, James
cluding the Department of Education, the Depart- Spruill, Robert Tracy, Greg Usry, Sue Scarlett, and
ment of Nursing, the Council on Child Abuse and Mike Eppley.
"It is a prestigeous honor for the leaders of
Neglect, Parents Anonymous, and Helping Hands
Clemson," Lockwood said.
of Clemson.

S.C. STATE STUDENT
LEGISLATURE
CLEMSON DELEGATION
INTERVIEWS
NIGHT
September 12,13,14

Child abuse exhibit set

Blue Key elects members

AIRLINE TICKETS
LOWEST PRICES
ALL AIRLINES
NO SERVICE CHARGE

SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125 • Clemson

GO TO THE MOVIES
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
All it takes is your TV, a VCR and prerecorded video tapes from the Stage Door
Movie Store. Take your pick from 250 titles,
including the latest hits and the greatest
classics. Join our Movie Club for big
discounts. We're giving away free movie
rentals each week, so come in and register
(no purchase necessary to win).

SIGN UP FOR TIMES

IN STUDENT
GOVERNMENT OFFICES
ANY QUESTIONS,
CALL JON AT 7409

WANTED
Subway Sandwiches . . . Salads is
looking for people who appreciate
good quality and low-priced
sandwiches and salads.
If the description fits you, join
those who have discovered us
already at

Sandwiches . . . Salads

THE STAGE POOR
MOVIESTQRE
Across from Mr. Knickerbocker's
Next to Winn-Dixie in Lakeview Plaza Mall

654-6567
VCR RENTALS, TOO!

m

Store Hours: Open 10-6 10-8 Thursday & Friday
•' ' • ———

654-1432
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ORGANIZATIONS
photo by Annette Freytag

Elizabeth Ryan and Kendrea Graves talk to prospective Real Life Ministries' members.

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 3-5 p.m.

Organizations Day 'a success'
by Lisa McClain
staff writer
The 1983 Organizations Day
was held Tuesday, Sept. 6, on
Bowman Field. According to
Raymond Howe, organizations
chairman for Student Government, the event was a success.
"I think it went over very
well," Howe said. "I think the
crowd was as big or bigger than
it was last year." An estimated
75 clubs participated in the day's
activities, including approximately 20 newly formed clubs.
The purpose of Organizations
Day, according to Howe, was "to

Pick up contracts For TAPS
Group Shots

let students have a chance to of next year's event. "I think the
sign up for clubs and find out biggest area of improvement is
more about the various organiza- increasing student awareness
tions on campus."
about Organizations Day. A lot
A variety of displays were used of people just didn't know about
by the different clubs to attract it," he said.
new members, including the
Available at Organizations
Dairy Science Club's milking cow Day was a booklet entitled "The
and the Aeronautics Associa- Student Guide to Campus Organtion's airplane.
izations." This booklet contains
Also adding excitement to the a description of the various clubs
activities, the Gymnastics Club on campus, their advisers, and a
performed on its tumbling mats, number to call for more informaand the Dixie Skydivers landed tion about the clubs. Anyone
on Bowman Field.
wishing to obtain one should
Howe felt Organizations Day check in the Loggia, the library,
went very well, but he is already or the Student Government
making plans for the promotion building.

SEPTEMBER 5 THRU
SEPTEMBER 29
TAPS Office located 9th Level
Student Union, Suite 902
Phone 2379

BEACH PARTY "83
CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD
>»

featuring

with the fabulous

SHOW MEN
plus

The Miss Budweiser Contest
Y-Beach Area
Saturday, Sept. 10, at 12 Noon
Beer, soft drinks, and munchies available
Tickets on sale at the Union Box Office
Mon. - Fri.
12 Noon - 5 P.M.
Tickets: in advance—public $5.00 students $3.00
at gate: $6.00 (for everyone)

'.'..* *- r t * .

!
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Speakers featured at trade conference
by Tammie Carroll
copy editor
Assistant Secretary for International Economics Policy,
Alfred H. Kingon, from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, spoke
Tuesday evening at the Second
Annual Southeastern Trade Conference. The topic was "Trade
Policy Issues for the 1980s."
The conference was sponsored
by the College of Agricultural
Sciences, the College of Liberal
Arts, the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public
Affairs, and the U.S. Department
of Commerce.
Problems
According to Kingon, "Our
preeminent position in trade is
slipping. The trade deficit this
year is 50 percent worse than last
year and 18 times worse than a
decade ago."
Several areas affected by the
fall in trade have been car and
steel industries, farming, and
computing, Kingon said. One and
two-tenths million jobs have
been eradicated also; in addition,
a 50 percent loss has occurred in
the gross national product due to
a fall in trade.
"We, as a nation, seem to be
scared," Kingon said. Then he
posed the question, "Why have
we fallen so in trade?"
Offering some explanation, he
said, after WWII, the United
States gave help to other countries. "We have problems in
trade with some of these countries, like Japan, because of the
help we gave in rebuilding," he
said.
"Some of the blame for our
problems is placed completely on
us. For instance, management of
unions in the United States has
been bad in past years," he said.
Kingon cleared up a common
misconception. "It is nonsense
when people say that we are not
as innovative or competitive as
our trade partners."
Manufacturing grew 10 percent in the 1970s in the United
States; whereas, in Japan it grew
only seven percent. "But we can
no longer overwhelm trade," he
said.
Solutions
Switching his focus from the
problems of the United States to
how we as a country can be more
successful in trade, Kingon said,
"Our ultimate success depends
on addressing the real
problems."
The Japanese closed their
markets to the United States,
and according to Kingon, onethird of our trade deficit resulted.
"We have wide open markets
for Japanese products," he said.
But Japan engages in targeting
their products. The Japanese
also permit cartels, excessive
testing, and tax breaks, along
with limiting imports.
Many American firms are successful in Japan —Kodak,
McDonald's, and Schaeffer
(pens), to name a few. However,
"should we close off our markets
in areas Japan has targeted?" he
asked. "Is targeting unfair?"
Kingon discussed the importance of exports to the United
States. He said, "Exports are
critical to our growth. If we
limited imports in other coun-

tries, our exports would be
limited."
In Europe, many products like
milk and bread are very expensive. "The Europeans subsidize
their agriculture to a huge
degree," Kingon said.
"What should our response
be—a trade war? Should we not
sell grain to the Soviets because
they shot down our passenger
plane?" Kingon raised many
unanswered questions like these
during his speech.
Another "hot topic" that
Kingon raised questions about
was counter-trade, which is mandated payment by the selling
country.
After speaking in economic
terms throughout his speech,
Kingon ended with a more
human, emotional statement:
"We're all growing to need each
other more and more."
Concerning students
Associate Professor Pat
Wannamaker of Clemson asked
Kingon during the question-andanswer period if he thought that
student co-oping in other countries is a good idea. "Yes,"
Kingon said. Students who

pholo by Tammie Carroll

Alfred H. Kingon, from the U.S. Department of Commerce, speaks at the Second Annual
Southeastern Trade Conference on the trade policy issues for the 1 980s.
recognize that "international held at the Ramada Inn and day and half of Wednesday contrade is where it's at" are becom- featured speakers from all over sisted of shorter speeches and
the Southeast, including several overviews by the participants.
ing more and more numerous.
professors and department heads These subjects ranged from
agricultural trade to the world
from Clemson.
An overview
The sessions held all day Tues- financial crisis.
The two-day conference was

resisreAnoN D6SKS
SUMMING I RPWIN6 i SAIUN& I STROBING

For the real beer lover.
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Events
SEPTEMBER 1983
9—Edgar's: "The Blanks," 9 p.m., $1.
10—Horseback riding, 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m., $12.50. Sign up
at Info Desk.
10—Budweiser beach blast, 12 noon-5 p.m., "Chairmen of
the Board" and "Showmen," advance—student $3,
public $5; door—$6 at Y-Beach.
10—Boston College football game—away.
11—Free Flick: "Dirty Harry," 8 p.m. at Y-Theater. Free
with university ID.
12—Sign-up deadline for jewelry-making and public relations
course.
The circulation desk has been moved closer to the exit.

photo by Tammy Tant

13—Beginning bridge, $3, 7-9 p.m.
13—CPR short course, $6, 7-10 p.m.

Library continues reorganization
by Michael MacEachern
staff writer
The library staff, over the past
two years, has been reorganizing
to make the library easier for
everyone to use. Although most
of the work was completed during last year, some additions
were made over the summer. A
few more are scheduled for this
fall, according to Associate
Library Director Richard Meyer.
The most notable changes were
the movement of the circulation
and reference desks. The circulation desk was moved closer to the
lobby exit. This change should
make it easier to check out
books, Meyer said. The reference
desk was moved to the reference

area to help students who might
need some assistance.
Meyer also said, "The desks
were moved to facilitate some
microfilm readers." The facade of
the library and walkway was
painted over the summer for the
first time in 17 years. "The second coat of paint should be going
on in the next few days," Meyer
said. In a related matter, Meyer
said over the summer the
Physical Plant installed metal
channels on both sides of the
walkway railing. The purpose of
this is so the rain will run in between the sections of railing and
not on the paint. This should prevent discoloration and rust, he
said. "They also replaced the

carpet on the main floor and the
floor directly below it because
the other was worn, and the present one is much easier to maintain," Meyer said.
Another change currently in
progress is renumbering the
floors and rooms. This should
cause less confusion for students
when looking for materials, according to Meyer. All floors will
be renumbered. "We have a work
order with the elevator company
for a new elevator panel with the
new floor numbers, too," he said.
Also over the summer, the library staff started its first complete inventory of books. "We
just passed the 50 percent mark
the other day," he said.

13—"Gilda Live" in Edgar's, 7 & 9:15 p.m., $1.
13—College Bowl orientation in the Loggia, 7-9 p.m.
13—Short course: Car maintenance, 6-8 p.m., $5.
14—Sign-up deadline for sea kayaking.
14—Short course: Library usage, free, 7-9 p.m. Sign up at
Info Desk.
15-24-Movie: "48 Hours," Y-Theater, 7 & 9:15 p.m., $1.50 with
university ID.
15—Sign up deadline for beginning golf short course.
15—"Kier Irmiter" at Edgar's, 8:30 p.m., $1.50.
15—CPR short course, $6, 7-10 p.m.
16—Caribbean Cooler, 3-6 p.m., $1.50. Wine—50<t,
beer—3/$l.
16—Face painting in the Loggia, free.

cloonl
Don't Oversleep!
The last day to drop
a class without

GET INTO THE THICK OF IT

record is

Wednesday,
September 14

The Beauty
Professionals II
(behind Lynch's Drugs)
PRESENTS

THE *5.00
HAIRCUT
f FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY
GOOD 'TIL THE END
OF THE SEMESTER
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
654-9225

MON.-FRI. 9-6
ALSO

SAT. 9-4

$30 PERMS
(includes cut)

"STUDENT NOTICE"
FREE DELIVERY
Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-lO p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m.-12 p.m. 654-9243
TWO DOLLARS
OFF!

NACHOS!
$1.00 OFF!

With this coupon, get
two dollars off the
price of any large
Mazzio's pizza.

Get ONE DOLLAR
OFF the purchase of a
platter of Mazzio's
meat or cheese
nachos.

Offer expires Sept. 30,1983.
Void with other promotions.

ONE DOLLAR
OFF!
With this coupon, get
one dollar off the
price of any medium
Mazzio's pizza.
Offer expires Sept. 30,1983.
Void with other promotions.

LUNCHEON

SPECIAL

I

Mini Pizza (your
choice of toppings) or { Offer expires Sept. 30,1983.
a sandwich plus a
^ Void with other promotions.
salad bar for only
*50~OFF7"
$2.99 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Get 50 cents off the
Offer expires Sept. 30, 1983. [
price of a Mazzio's
Void with other promotions.
submarine or ham
and cheddar cheese
sandwich.
Offer expires Sept. 30,1983.
Void with other promotions

1
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Colleges receive
research funds
by Michael Albaneze
staff writer

$2000 awards." These in-house
programs are primarily for new
faculty and new reasearch areas
for faculty.
A university aircraft is now in
use to transport faculty to and
from Clemson to Washington,
D.C., for proposal presentations
The flights are once a month. Additional information may be obtained from the Office of University Research in E-102 Martin
Hall.

Game parking causes confusion
by Mandy Brooks
staff writer
The movement of cars from
areas which are restricted on
weekends of home football
games to suitable parking areas
took place last Friday with
some confusion.
According to Bill Pace, university traffic coordinator,
many students did not understand that they were permitted
to park in commuter lots C-3,
C-4, and C-5. "After 12 noon on
Friday, cars can be moved to
these commuter lots," he said.

"Research is an important part
of our mission at Clemson University," according to Director of
University Research Stan
Nicholas. "That mission is threefold—education, research, and
public service. There are strong
ties between them," he said.
"For the twelve-month period,
research expenditures at Clemson
were over $21 million, with over
half of that amount going into
the College of Agricultural
Sciences, which is typical for a
tiger ^*
land grant university," Nicholas
sports shop
said.
The bulk of the research funds
| ALL ATHLETIC
112 College Avenue
P.O. Box 1469
are in the College of Agricultural
Clemson, South Carolina 29633
■SHOES
Sciences; the College of Engi654-1719
(Sale
items
excluded)
neering; the College of Sciences;
the College of Forestry, Recrea- ■WITH THIS COUPON
tion and Resources; and the ColEXPIRES 9/15/83
lege of Commerce and Industry.
"State funds for research at
Clemson were $12.5 million, appropriated federal funds were $3
million, and funds from outside
sources were $5.7 million,"
Nicholas said. "Appropriated
federal funds are budgeted for a
BROOKS NIKE NEW BALANCE
specific purpose. Schools comADIDAS
REEBOK FOOTJOY CONVERSE
pete for other funds on a national
basis.
"There is a strong industry
research effort at the
university," he said. Industry
grants and contributions approached $2 million last fiscal
year."
The Office of University
Research coordinates proposals
for research. "We are intended to
work hand in hand with the upcoming Vice President for
Research and Development,"
Nicholas said.
is sponsoring a
According to Nicholas, "Out of
the top 500 Defense Department
contractors, Clemson University
is 384, and out of universities,
on
Clemson ranks 73. This is a pretty
good ranking.
Tuesday, Sept. 27
"We ask each new faculty
member to fill out a research interest inventory form that lists
Enhance your business by attending
by priority key research interests," he said. "We have signed
Call 2195 for more information
a contract with the University of
Illinois to have telephone linkage
with the Illinois Researcher Information System (IRIS). IRIS
matches faculty research and interests with potential sponsors
and all pertinent information
regarding proposals. All faculty
are invited to use this expanded
service," Nicholas said.
"In 1983, external research
proposals numbered 387, and internal proposals numbered 216,
for a grand total of 603 proposals," he said. "The internal
programs are the Alumni Association, totaling $30,000, the Kress
Monty Python's
Endowment, and the Provost
ROCK and ROLL
Research Awards, totaling 25

Another problem due to these
students having to move their
cars was cars parking on the
grass in front of Resident Lot 1
and on yellow curbs. "Students
are asked not to use the grass
here for parking," Pace said.
"Instead, they are encouraged
to move on to one of the commuter lots." If these cars are
not moved, they will be
ticketed.
Student Government members called many students to
warn them about the possibility
of their cars being towed Saturday morning. Despite Student

Government efforts, 19 student
cars were towed on Saturday.
No major complaints were
made to the traffic office. Pace
said, "We received very few
complaints. Most of the phone
calls we did receive were from
people who were confused
about where they could park."
Again students are reminded
that they can park in lots R-l,
R-2, C-3, C-4, or C-5 on the days
of the home football games,
Pace said. Cars can park in commuter lots after noon on
Fridays and should be out by
7 a.m. on -Mondays.

the Jfe

1

10% OFF

I
I

ATTENTION
XOCAL MERCHANTS

654-3000

Go Hogstyle
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
5 pm 'til 8:30 pm

ALL DRAFT BEER and
SOFT DRINKS 34C

Pizza Buffet *3.75
NOW! BIG SCREEN T.V.

Student Government
Business Fair

with

The time
is right Write news
for the Tiger

HEAVY
METAL
SOON: THE WALL
CLOCKWORK
ORANGE

'MEANING
OF
LIFE"
SOON: HOLY
GRAIL
LIFE OF BRIAN

THE 1983 CLEMSON

MISS HOMECOMING
PAGEANT
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1983
7 PM

TILLMAN HALL
featuring

Contestants of all interested
student organizations and
dorm councils

ENTRY DEADLINE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 5 PM
Information and registration forms:
Student Government Office (2195)
or Tammie Davis 8469
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Plans still underway
for Thurmond Center
by Troy Terry
staff writer

photo by Laura Davis

Harry Durham and Edward Byars look at plans for the Strom Thurmond Center.

Housing makes changes
by Jill Johnson
staff writer
Matt Watkins, former area coordinator
of east campus, was recently promoted to
assistant housing director.
According to Watkins, "My job involves all phases of the housing department including student problems and
security, focusing mainly on east
campus." j
Watkins, I who is a Clemson native,
received his undergraduate degree in Administrative Management in 1977 and his
masters in Student Personnel Services in
1981; both of these degrees were earned at
Clemson. He has been working in the
housing department since August of
1981.
"I think I received the position because

of my past experience in the housing
department here at Clemson, and my
eagerness and willingness to become more
involved," Watkins said. "I enjoy working in housing, and I am more than willing
to help."
I Other promotions in housing include:
Verna Howell from assistant housing
director to associate director of housing,
Robin Wicker from west campus area coordinator to east campus area coordinator, and Clara Shockley to west campus
area coordinator.
In the facility housing department the
following appointments were made: Greg
Padgett to associate director, Gary
Gaulin to assistant director, and Ed
Singleton to the office of superintendent
of custodial services.

Plans continue for the Strom Thurmond
Center, according to Harry Durham, executive director of university relations and
spokesperson for the Founders of the
Strom Thurmond Center, Inc.
The Strom Thurmond Center for Excellence in Government and Public Service is
a complex of three buildings, which are to
be built at the heart of the campus. The
proposed complex is estimated to cost
$10.6 million.
The Center will provide a performing
arts facility and auditorium. Edward F.
Byars, executive to the president and acting vice-president for institutional advancement said, "The auditorium should
seat approximately 1800 people. It will be
a fully functional theater with a full stage
so that all types of productions can be performed. It will be a first-class faculty."
The center will also house the Strom
Thurmond Institute, which is currently
located at 201 Martin St. The institute
houses the archives of Senator Strom
Thurmond and his papers and memorabilia. It will also have a small lecture
auditorium and administrative offices for
the directors and personnel, according to
Byars.
Also in the center will be a continuing
education building. At this time there are
different continuing education programs
in different colleges.

"It will be a rather large place where we
can hold meetings with big meeting
rooms; a good, first-class restaurant; and
transient rooms—almost like a hotel, but
with study rooms," Byars said. At the
present time, Clemson University serves
approximately 20,000 continuing education students each year.
"One speculation is that we could serve
twice that many if we had the facilities,"
Durham said.
Funds for the Strom Thurmond endowment are being raised by the Founders of
the Strom Thurmond Institute, Inc. If the
necessary funds cannot be raised for the
center or financed from outside sources,
the money will come from the endowment
fund.
At the present time, some of the money
is being used for institute programs, while
the rest is being invested for future buildings. "I think we have a couple or three
million in hand now," Byars said. "I'm
not sure of the exact amount."
"We are very optimistic that we will
meet the goal; there are no problems
there," Durham said.
Six programs of the Thurmond Institute are the Thurmond Seminars in Government and Politics, the Strom and Nancy
Thurmond High School Achievement Program, the Thurmond Scholars Program,
Institute Lecture Series, Institute Adjunct Professorships, and the Institute
Government Research Program.

BOLLWINKLE'S IS BACK
336 COLLEGE AVE.

NOW HIRING BARTENDERS
APPLY SEPTEMBER 12-15
NOON'TIL 5 P.M.

LET US ADD DECOR
TO YOUR ROOM!

OPENING SEPTEMBER 15

OPEN 10 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

GO TIGERS!

% 01ttk*r ^op

VALUABLE COUPON

^ SPECIAL \
Color Print Processing
12 Exposure $3.49
24 Exp. $5.49

36 Exp. $7.49

Present Coupon When Film Is Turned In!

VALUABLE COUPON
Expires Sept. 30, 1983

A FEW DAYS LEFT
TO SHOP AT

BARNETT MUSIC
CENTER n
GOING OUT OF $ •
BUSINESS SALE
AT LEAST 40% OFF ALL MERCHANDISE
STUDENT GUITAR WITH CASE - $44.07
BLANK CASSETTES.— BANJOS
HARMONICAS - DRUM SET
OLD RECORDS - $1.00
AUTO HARPS - ONE AT $59.40
PIANO BOOKS - TWO AT $105.00
BIBLES AND CHRISTIAN BOOKS
-OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL 9 P.M.

J
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Academic
Computing
Support

/gZ^ Fall 1983

SHORTCOCIRSES

The Academic Computing Support (ACS) staff will be presenting a number of short courses during the
1983 Fall Semester. ACS short courses are free of charge, and we encourage all interested persons to attend.
You may register in the three-week period preceding the class, Monday-Friday, 8 am-12 noon and 1 pm-12
midnight; Saturday, 8 am-6 pm; or Sunday, 2 pm-11:30 pm. Call 656-3494 or come by the ACS Help Desk at
the Computer Center, which is located in the basement of Poole Agricultural Center.
All courses will be taught in Martin Hall, room E-208, except for the Computer Terminal workshops,
which will be taught in the Library Remote. There is a minimum class size of 5 and, unless otherwise specified,
a maximum class size of 30. If fewer than 5 persons are registered for a section 1 week before the class is
scheduled to begin, we will cancel that section and notify those already registered.
Any additional questions may be answered by calling the ACS Help Desk (656-3494).
NUMBER-TITLE
SECTION/DATE(S)

INSTRUCTOR

TIME

1000 ■ Introduction to Clemson University Computer
Center
01
02
03

Richard Nelson
Sandi Piazza
Drew Smith

9:05-9:55 am
2:30-3:20 pm
9:05-9:55 am

Sept 19 M
Sept 21 W
Sept 23 F

1220 - Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run Programs
01
02
03
04
05
06
07.
08

Sept 19/21
Sept 19 M
Sept 20/22
Sept 21 W
Sept 26/28
Sept 27/29
Oct 5 W
Oct 10 M

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

9:05-9:55 am
7-8:40 pm
9:30-10:20 am
7-8:40 pm
9:05-9:55 am
9:30-10:20 am
7-8:40 pm
7-8:40 pm

MW
TTh
MW
TTh

be
be
be
be
be
be
be
be

arranged
arranged
arranged
arranged
arranged
arranged
arranged
arranged

NUMBER-TITLE
SECTION/DATE(S) TIME
1710 - Memos, Letters and Reports:
Computer (SCRIPT)
01

Sept 27 T

7-8 am

02

Sept 29 Th

2-3:15 pm

17 30 - Theses and Dissertations:
(THESIS)
01

Oct 11 T

02

Oct 13 Th

01
02
03
04

01

To
To
To
To

be
be
be
be

arranged
arranged
arranged
arranged

Sue Stegall
Pam Purcell

Doing Them on the Computer
Pam Purcell
Sue Stegall

2-3:15 am
7-8 pm

Oct 18 T

Sue Stegall

34 pm

1800 - Machines That Turn Data into Pictures
(Graphics Hardware)
01

7-8:40 pm
9:05-9:55 am
9:30-10:20 am
7-8:40 pm

Doing Them on the

1750 - Doing Your Own Typesetting
01

1230 ■ Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run SAS
Programs
Sept 26 M
Oct 3/5 MW
Oct 11/13 TTh
Oct 12 W

INSTRUCTOR

Sept 28 W

2:30-3:20 am

Sandi Piazza

2280 - Writing Speakeasy Programs
Oct 6 Th

Chris Kallmeyer

2-3:15 pm

2300 - Using Data on Tape and Disk on the IBM System

1240 - Using Computer Terminals for Word Processing

01 Oct 3 M
9:05-9:55 am
2610 - Statistical Analysis Using SAS

Christine Reynolds

01
02

7-8:30 pm

Hoke Hill

3:304:30 pm

Drew Smith

Sept 28 W
Oct 3 M

03 Oct 4/6 TTh
04 Oct 10/12 MW

7-8:40 pm
7-8:40 pm

To be arranged
To be arranged

01

9:30-10:20 am
9:05-9:55 am

To be arranged
To be arranged

2640 - Advanced SAS
01

1240 ■ Introduction to lOF
01
02
03
04

Sept 20 T
Sept 22 Th
Sept 29 Th
Oct 5 W

To
To
To
To

2-3:15 pm
7-8:40 pm
9:30-10:20 am
2:30-3:20 am

be
be
be
be

arranged
arranged
arranged
arranged

1280 - Data Analysis with Speakeasy
01

Oct 4 T

.

Chris Kallmeyer

Sept 29Th

2660 - SAS/Full Screen Product (SAS/FSP)
01

Oct 12 W

2:30 3:30 pm

2680 - Plots, Charts, and Slides:
SAS/GRAPH
01

2-3:15 pm

Oct 3 M

Oct 6 Th

2690 - Maps:

01
02

2710 -Advanced SCRIPT

.

Christine Reynolds
Christine Reynolds

1510 - Using FORTRAN on Clemson's IBM System
01
02

Sept 27 T
Sept 27 T

9:30-10:20 am
2-3:15 pm

Gair Williams
Sandi Piazza

01

01

Sept 26 M

3:304:30 pm

Drew Smith

02

Sept 28/30 WF

9:05-9:55 am

Drew Smith

7-8:30 pm

Hoke Hill

2 3:15 pm

Pam Purcell

2820 -Writing Programs to Turn Data into Pictures
(Graphics Software)
01

1600 - How to Turn Data into Information (SAS)

Oct 17 M

Oct,25 T

Oct 4 T

7-9 pm

Oct 13 Th

2-3:15 pm

1620 - How to Use SAS Interactively
Sept 28 W

3:304:30 pm

Sandi Piazza

3280 - CLEMGRAPH Graphics with Speakeasy
01

01

Hoke Hill

Doing Them with SAS/GRAPH

01

9:05-9:55 am
2:30-3:20 pm

Doing Them with

7-8:30 pm

1300 ■ Running Batch Jobs on Clemson's IBM System (JCL)
Sept 26 M
Sept 26 M

Drew Smith

Drew Smith

This ad was composed using the Cnmpuhl Center's typesetting system. For information on this system contaci ACS.

. Chris Kallmeyer
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Judicial positions filled
by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor
The judicial branch of Student
Government, in a combination of
appointments and elections, has
filled all of its positions.
David Stalnaker, student body
president, appointed Debbie
Monteith to the office of Attorney General and Sherri Allen
as Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court. Supreme Court members
are Tammie Davis, Greg Usry,
Kevin Shannon, and Allison
Baker.
There are two trial courts, in
which some of the members are
appointed and some are elected.
Maureen Valk and Sue Scarlett
have been appointed chairpersons of the two courts.
Lee Ann Clary, Jon Foster,
Cynthia Young, Mark Daniels,
Jeff Updike, Annette Valedespino,
Dee Kherhoulas, and Joy Lasker
are the elected members of the
trial courts. Nate Daily, Jon
Kenny, Beth Connor, and David
DuBose have been appointed.
Attorney General Debbie
Monteith appointed Alex Beard
to the post of Chief Legal Adviser and re-appointed Catherine
Barrineau, Raymond Doumar,
Cathi Durant, Cindy Gross, Jay
Hebert, Susan Hollinger, 'Mary
Anna Hopkins, and Tom Perrino
as legal advisers for the upcoming year.
New legal advisers, also appointed by Monteith, are Dent
Adams, Lynn Armantrout, Judy
Ahefeld, Jill Barker, Jeffrey
Neal, Julie Paulling, Joy
Johnson, Jeanie Robertson,
Cheryl Runey, and Sue
Shuttlesworth. Mike Vezina and
Tom Bartlett will serve as alternate advisers.
Director of Student Traffic
Review Board Neil James has
also been appointed by Monteith.
James has been working with
Traffic and Parking Coordinator
Bill Pace to appoint the members
of STRB.
The members are Jon Foster,
Tommy Leysath, Leslie Perry,
Maureen Valk, Cynthia Young,
Scott Frierson, Lorrie Nelson,
Jeannie Robertson, Felicia Currie,
Vivian Case, Amy Jerome,
James Kennedy, Susan McLeod,
David Rhodes, Cameron Smith,
Mike Vezina, Lowell Carter, and
Jimmy Flythe. Alternates are
Lynn Earle and Alex Beard.
In an explanation of STRB,

Monteith said students have a
chance to appeal any ticket
received. "Anybody wishing to
appeal may fill out an appeal
card in the Student Government
lobby," Monteith said.
The Trial Court system uses
two lower courts and a fivemember supreme court. "They
deal with resident violations,
ticket-card fraud, stealing,
library theft, destruction of property in library, and the like," she
said.
According to Monteith, the
main case load is in resident
violations and ticket-card fraud.
"If a student is to appear in
court, he will be subpoenaed by
the attorney general's office after
we are notifed by the administration," she said. "Then the court
process is followed as it is stated
in the Student Handbook."

According to Monteith, all
sanctions go to Dean of Student
Life Joy Smith. She, in turn,
issues the penalties.
"Types of sanctions are restriction of privileges on campus,
restitution, expulsion, and
suspension,"
she
said.
"Everyone should read the Student Handbook so they will know
their rights."
A service provided by the
judicial branch of Student
Government is a calling service
to warn students of towing cars
on football Saturdays. "We get a
list from the university police
station at 6 a.m. of cars to be
towed at 7 a.m. and we try to
warn students," she said.
For the first game Monteith
said the service saved about 27
students from paying the towing
charge.
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First Friday Parade
winners announced
by Tammy Tant
staff writer
Alpha Delta Pi sorority won
the grand prize for best float at
this year's First Friday Parade.
The annual event, sponsored by
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, was
successful, according to Jeff
Emerick, parade co-chairman.
"There were 40 entries, and
about 15 of those were judged
in the float competition,"
Emerick said.
The fraternities combined
with the clubs and organizations due to lack of participation. In this category, the
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity
won first place, and the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers won second runnerup, followed by Alpha Phi as

third runner-up.
In the sorority division, Tri
Delta was first-place winner,
followed by Pi Beta Phi in second, and Delta Gamma in third.
In the dorm category, B-8 of
Johnstone received first prize,
Geer-Cope received second, and
B-5 of Johnstone received third.
The overall winner received
$150, and the division winners
received $100, $50, and $25,
respectively.
"There were no arrests, no
disqualifications, and no problems with any of the rules,"
Emerick said.
According to Kevin Shannon,
president of Pi Kappa Alpha,
"The crowd was better this
year. There was no rowdiness,
and we had a lot of good
comments."
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Budget set
continued from page 1
with a $125 per semester increase for in-state students and a
$250 per semester increase for
out-of-state students.
University President Bill
Atchley said he didn't anticipate
any more cut-backs in state funding like the ones last year.
The total budget includes
$38.7 million for public services,
which includes agricultural experiment stations, the cooperative extension service, and the
forest and recreation resources.
Also provided for is $16.4
million in grants and scholarships, $24.8 million for auxiliary
enterprises, $16.5 million for permanent improvement projects
and $3.8 million to retire debts,
as well as the $76 million for
.educational and general expenses.
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Opinion
Editorials

Whose fault?
"Everybody's been so busy. I guess we just
haven't had the time to organize anything to push the
elections
These words, uttered last Thursday afternoon by
Student Senate President Oran Smith, are somewhat
surprising especially considering his position. Smith
acknowledged the seemingly poor voter turnout for
the Student Senate elections, and at the same time,
offered a reason.
"I don't think most of the students knew about
the elections," Smith said.
Meanwhile, Student Body President David
Stalnaker decided to use the old student apathy line
as his excuse.
"The turnout was not good," Stalnaker said.
"About 6000 would be a good turnout."
How does 1137 sound instead?
In the past, we have challenged members of the
student body to fulfill their rights to vote because
student senatdrs are elected to represent the overall
student opinion in university policy decision-making.
But now we see that students alone are not fully
responsible, for the poor turnout.
It's Student Government's responsibility to
inform students about matters such as Student
Senate elections. How do student leaders expect input
from fellow students, when the leaders set such a poor
example?
Students should become more involved, and
Student Government should strive to encourage
further involvement.
In the case, of the Student Senate elections, both
parties failed.

Green no longer
The green, green grass that was once Bowman
field isn't green anymore. In fact, it's barely even
grass.
If you attended Organization's Day on Tuesday, or
if you've tried to take the short cut from Tillman to
Clemson House this week, you know that Bowman
field would be more aptly named Bowman bog.
All summer the Physical Plant pampered the
university's front lawn—watering, fertilizing, and
mowing it, and spending goodness knows how many
dollars to make it pretty and green.
But for what reason? So it can be used as a parking
lot?
Looking at the quagmire that is Bowman field
now, the summer of watering, fertilizing, and mowing
seems like a bit waste of P-Plant time and university
money.
Of course it's too late to save Bowman field from
its annual fate this year, but we have a suggestion for
the future: Why not use President Atchley's front
lawn as a football parking lot instead? At least his
igrass is already dead.
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From fhe Editor's Desk

Happy birthday IPTAY
By Jim Gilstrap
editor in chief

You know, I sometimes wonder
whether it's even safe to go to the
bathroom anymore, especially at
this university. Okay all of you
with the gutter-ridden minds, put
aside the perverse thoughts and
conclusions.
Hey, it's a part of nature. When
you've got to go, you've got to go,
and all that rot.
Seriously, after a long, hard
day, we (many of us) often
welcome a peaceful visit to the old
restroom to relieve the tensions
of, well, life in general. It provides
a great opportunity to scan the
headlines, however depressing
they might be, of your favorite
newspaper, or you can even catch
up on some down right serious
thinking.
But after attending last
Saturday's football game, I've had
this mysterious recurring dream
about visiting the necessary room.
I trek toward the nearest
dormitory facility with my sports
page in hand to read about how
Dallas cheated to beat
Washington. I open the door, turn
the corner, and enter into one of
the private stalls. Ah, alone at
last.
Oh my God—there on the toilet
seat—in big bold letters—I can
see it plainly. No, it's not a
breath-taking finger-painting
exhibit by the Tidy Bowl man.

Then, what do Isee? A gigantic
number "50," and under it,
"IPTAY, 50 years of service . . .
with pride." If that doesn't ruin
the tranquility of the moment,
nothing will. It's about like
popping a week's worth of lomotil
in one large dose. End of dream.
I'm not saying that all IPTAY
members swim in the great toilet
bowl of life, nor am I saying
IPTAY members would make
hellacious plumbers. Instead, I'm
saying I am sick of the flood of
advertising which pertains to
IPTAY's 50th anniversary.
The number and slogan are
everywhere. They're on the
stadium scoreboard, the First
Friday T-shirts, the football
programs, and yes, even on the
sides of the players' pants.
At first, I thought a player
might have died recently, and that
team members carried his jersey
number on the sides of their pants
as a type of memorial. Boy, I was
mistaken.
And there's more. The padded
cushions at the bottom of the goal
posts now have "IPTAY"
inscribed on them in large purple
letters. So why not paint
"IPTAY" in the end zones and a
big "50" over the tiger paw at
midfield?
The new logo would look great
plastered over the tiger paws
painted on the roads leading into
Clemson. And why not? I mean,
IPTAY's already got its very own
personal billboard on Highway
123 just outside of Easley. You
remember—the billboard which
had a Tiger shucking an ear of
corn on it. But not anymore.

I hope you guys (IPTAY brass)
are getting all these ideas down
on paper. Maybe I could become
your advertising manager one
day.
Finally, what happened during
the halftime show was certainly
the most disgusting lowlight of
the afternoon. Really, sing happy
birthday to IPTAY? I'd rather
sing happy birthday to my dog.
True, IPTAY is the biggest
organization of its kind, and it is
supplying funds for the new upper
deck. It channels endless amounts
of money into Clemson athletics
and provides athletic scholarships.
IPTAY even sends some of its
money over to the academic side
in rare instances.
Dandy, just dandy.
And after 50 years, IPTAY is
entitled to a celebration. But
don't you guys think the extra
advertising is a bit much? After
all, we know where (most of) your
money goes.
And what about the festivities
at last Saturday's game? I think
the club went overboard just
slightly, with the ribbon cutting,
the birthday songs, and what
have you.
I will say one thing; when you
guys throw a party, you really
throw a party. It's like "Animal
House" all over again. You are
Clemson's party animals, and I
mean it guys.
But if you should decide to even
the score with me, please don't
roll my yard. I'd hate to see the
toilet tissue . : . "IPTAY, 50 years
of service . . . with pride."
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Opinion
Letters

Billy Hong's death a bewildering loss
Billy Hong was my teacher, my
mentor, and next to my parents, the
leading influence in my life. The sorrow
felt in his passing is gut-wrenching,
but I'm overwhelmed by a sense of
bewilderment, frustration, and anger
over his needless loss. Billy was a .
passenger aboard Korean Air Lines
flight 007 destined for Seoul.
It never arrived.
His natural parents were killed by
communist forces during the Korean
conflict. Found huddling in terror in a
bomb-wasted shanty, Billy was
adopted by a caring U.S. serviceman.
He loved America with a passion which
approached fanaticism. I'll never forget
the joy and pride he exuded when his
most-hoped-for dream, a United States'
citizenship, was realized.
Billy Hong influenced literally
thousands of people, many of whom
were Clemson students like myself.
When he came to Clemson in 1966 to
start a Korean Karate (Tae Kwon Do)
club, Billy was one of four masters in
the entire United States.
A world champion in 1964, his
prowess in Tae Kwon Do was
legendary across the South. His
abilities went far beyond the physical,
though Billy could take a shy introvert
and bring him out of his shell, or teach
an egotist to respect all others.
Though we had lost touch in recent
years, Billy's powerful teachings have
^remained with me, and shall for the

rest of my life. His vision of good
(honesty, perseverance, and
compassion) was universal.
Because of stupidity, or cowardness,
or something beyond rational
comprehension, 269 human beings are
forever lost... I knew but one.
Cortis Alan Calk

Tough talk
What will the United States
government do if history is any guide?
It will talk tough but do little or
nothing.
The ruthless Communist murder of
269 innocent victims, including the
world's leading anti-Communist, might
receive no more attention than other
acts of Communist terrorism we have
seen worldwide. United States
Congressman Lawrence P. McDonald,
National Chairman of the John Birch
Society, produced a film about
Communist terrorism before he himself
was a victim of it.
We need not see what the
government will do; we can do
something ourselves. Let this be the
outrage which finally wakes up the
American people to face the reality of
the horrors of Communism and to act
in their own defense.
We must not wait until any more of
us are murdered in cold blood. Rather,

let us rally together in the
organization, which more than likely
frightens the Communists so much
that they would apparently commit
such an atrocity to silence their leader.
We must demand that the complete
text of all recorded communications
relating to this mass murder be made
public at once. Every American should
view the anti-Communist programs
produced by Congressman McDonald
and insist that they be given coverage
in the broadcast media.
Appropriately, the one on terrorism
is named "No Place to Hide." This
program will be shown on Ted Turner's
Superstation, WTBS out of Atlanta,
Sept. 11, at 8 p.m. EST and once again
four hours later.
Justice will come to the Communists
when we elect hundreds of dedicated
anti-Communists in our next election.
Korean Air Lines flight 007 was shot
down with a Soviet missile built with
the help of United States aid and
trade. If enough of us decide to live for
freedom, perhaps we will not have to
die for it.
Y. M. Gleaton II

Inconsiderate
President Atchley and Alumni
Committee:
I hope you know your never-ending

i

campaign to raise more money is going
to backfire.
Why? Because of the inconsiderate
way you treat the present-day student,
your proposed alumnus of the future,
how could you expect to get any
money?
The parking situation is a good
example. You expect 500 students to
park their cars legally when only 50
parking places exist? Did you consider
the student when you had the upper
deck built for IPTAY and also
provided parking for IPTAY.
Okay, IPTAY takes care of our
basketball and football players—at
least that is not coming out of my
pocket (I hope). But what of the funds
you hope are to come from the future
alumni "to ensure the high quality of
education at this university"?
As a junior, I know I probably won't
participate in the Clemson Alumni
Loyalty fund because of the
inconsiderate way I've been treated.
Have I been considered . . . period?
And I'm a damn proud advocate of
this university, too.
- When students have to dish out
money for illegal parking on the grass
or yellow curbing of the pits on
football Saturdays, you can bet after
four years of doing it, they won't do it
again for the alumni fund.
Jeannette Cook

Viewpoint

Reagan's resolutions are cop-out solutions
By Robert Miller
managing editor

In our world of advanced
technology and nuclear
weaponry, I wonder if anyone
can say, without a doubt, that
he is sure there will be a world
tomorrow. I couldn't make that
statement. Especially not now,
since the Soviets are using
commercial airliners for target
practice.
On Aug. 31, Korean Airlines
flight 007 left its refueling stop
in Anchorage, Alaska—it was
never seen again. According to
reports, it was shot down over
the Sea of Japan while
transporting 269 people to
Seoul, Korea. The passengers
never knew what hit them
because a Soviet S-15
interceptor fired its missiles
from behind the 747.
On Sept. 1, only hours after
the incident, President Ronald
Reagan told reporters he could
do nothing about the situation
over the weekend. Reagan said
he planned on staying in
California on his ranch to ride
horses. That is fine and good if
the problem at hand was Nancy
breaking a fingernail; but we're
talking about a commercial jet
being blown out of the sky. I
guess once he found out that

Americans were aboard, he
knew he had better do
something. And something he
did.
Monday night, Sept. 5,
President Reagan appeared on
national television to outline his
views of the situation, and he
recited a Us t of demands to the
Soviet Union. His major
concern was a full accounting of
the events that took place on
that night in the sky. He also
wanted a joint resolution of
condemnation from Congress, as
well as reparations for the
families of those who were
killed.
I found these demands a little
weak, not to mention that it
really doesn't solve the problem
as to why this incident had to
happen in the first place. How
can we accept a government
that won't even own up to its
own mistakes?
The Soviets aren't going to
apologize for their actions
because they believe they were
justified in shooting down a
commercial airliner. On
Wednesday's AP wire, the
Soviets blamed the United
States for the accident, saying
that flight 007 was actually a
U.S. spy plane.
This was the first time in
about a week that the Soviets
even admitted to shooting the
plane down. The Soviets also
said if their airspace (or sea
space) is violated again, that
they will do the same thing.

uottiA &3

Foreign aircraft fly over and
land in the United States every
day, and we have never
threatened to open fire on one.
Maybe the Soviets are afraid of
us. Do they have a right to be?
I would venture to say not, if
President Reagan plans to

continue handling the problem
in this manner. The demands
Reagan made were nothing but
jokes for the Soviets to laugh
at. Bililding up our defense
budget along with the MX
missile legislation may scare the
Soviets for a little while, but

they will retaliate—again.
I know this is a tough
situation to handle. I have
given many hours of thought to
a solution to alleviate the
problem.
My solution, Ronnie—nuke 'em.
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SCRPS: Dues are due. New dues this
year are $7. There will also be a square
dance with the Forestry Club Sunday,
Sept. 18. Beer and snacks are provided,
$2. Finally Sept. 3-13 there will be a
Smoky Mountain Consortium. For more
details contact Dr. Howell.
The Hillel-Brandeis Student Organization will be giving rides to those students
interested in attending Yom Kippur services. Please call Dr. Klein at 2249 if you
wish to attend the conservative services,
or Debbie at 8120 concerning the reformed services.
The French Club is having a crepe party
Tuesday, Sept. 13, at 5:30 p.m. in the
Language House. The cost is $2 for nonmembers and free to present members.
Everyone is welcome.
The Clemson Aikido Club is no longer
practicing at Fike Recreation Center.
They will now be meeting Monday and
Wednesday nights 8-10 at Holtzendorff
YMCA Center upstairs in the exercise
room.
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes invites everyone to come and join the group.
Come and find out what life is all about,
9:15 p.m. every Thursday in Mauldin Hall
Lobby.
The Clemson Aeronautical Association
will hold its introductory meeting for all
those interested in learning how to fly.
The meeting will be Monday, Sept. 12, at
7 p.m. in Room 103, Sirrine Hall. All
students are welcome.
Needed: women to appear in rock

videos, to be produced by Dangerous Acquaintance Videos in cooperation with the
University Recording Society. Interested
parties contact Bron Hellinger at
654-6321 anytime.
The Clemson Forestry Club is selling
firewood for $40 for the first face cord and
$35 for each additional face cord. Call the
Forestry Department to order. Each order
will be delivered and stacked.
The ISA invites you to a great evening
with them Friday, Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m.
The business meeting will be at 7:30 in the
Senate Chambers, and the party will
follow at 9 at the Clemson House, Entry is
free for ISA members and $2 for non-ISA
members.
The Helping Hands of Clemson, Inc.,
announces the Grand Opening of the new
location of the Thrift shop, which will be
held Saturday, Sept. 10, at 10 a.m. at 101
Main St., in Central. Mayor John Summey
of Central will assist Jean Tulli with the
ribbon-cutting ceremony.
CLASSIFIEDS
New Credit Card! Nobody refused! Also
VISA/MasterCard. Call 805-687-6000,
ext. C-3405.
Wanted: Student sales representative
to sell formal favors, glassware, sportswear, and novelties to Greeks, dorms, and
clubs. Commission, own hours. Call
Custom Favor Company toll free,
1-800-323-3101.

1-800-526-0883.
Riverbank Commons Townhouse available—four single beds, 654-3427.
Professional haircuts and perms at half
price. Call Laura at 7862.
Jean's Juice Bar, College Ave. Re-opening is 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Mexican—choice of marinated
chicken, green chili quiche, or quesadilla
with mini-nacho plate. 10 percent student
discount on weekends with student ID.
72 Chevy Impala for sale, 51,000 miles.
Call Mike at 654-8209.
1967 Mustang convertible—completely
restored, dark blue with light baby-blue
top, excellent condition. Asking $5500 or
best offer. See behind Sikes Hall or call
843-9708.
Tired of the trip to the laundromat or
wasting valuable time washing, drying,
folding, and hanging up your clothes?
Housewife will do your laundry for you.
Reasonable rates. Will pick up and
deliver. Drop-offs also welcomed. Call
654-8958.
Lost: female calico cat, spayed,
Lynch's Drug Store, Finley Street area,
654-6098.
A singer for a progressive band
sought—good range a must. Contact
Peter or Mike at 654-1275.
PERSONALS

Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes awarded as well. Call

Baldwin—Five dollars says that I'll outparty you in Nashville—Sports Ed.

Happy 20th birthday, Jan!
Smurfette.

From

M.M.N., got the Nick's pictures back
tor you to see. J.
P.K.L.—When are you planning to pay
up on our bet? I'm getting awfully
hungry! Ms. Thermo.
To M.A.M., the Subway Sleaze, I had a
great time this weekend! Thanks for all of
it! I love you. Your Snow Pig, A.S.
Doc—Trust you? Not a chance. C.
M. K.—Sorry the bribe didn't work, but
thanks for the rose anyway. P.S. Beware
of big-chested freshmen—Cindy.
Dakutis—Pat could be next week.
Should ask about her china or just the
fresh grass? Pam.
Mom, I found the letter anyway.
However, thanks.
Those of you at Martin, thanks to you
my speech went great. S.K.W.
Buckwheat, King, and Farina, have a
great weekend with all of that
"studying." Remember the fiber! Your
weekday roomie.
Jan-The Senior STAFF would like to
wish their favorite assistant News Editor
a happy 20th birthday on Saturday. Just
think, one more year.
Kelly—Keep a watchful eye on those
squirrels and rabbits. Don't let them take
over the back yard. Keep holding down
the couch. See you soon. Love Rob.
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Features
Student experiences missionary life
By Wendy White
features editor

by Wendy White
features editor
Training for the average nursing student usually includes
some type of field work or work
outside a hospital, such as service in a free community health
clinic or perhaps in a retirement
home. But for Clemson senior
nursing student Kathy White,
field work acquired a new meaning this past summer with her
service as a nurse-missionary in
one of the most poverty-stricken
countries in Central America,
Honduras.
Serving as a missionary in a
deprived country was something
that Kathy had dreamed about
since her childhood. So when the
opportunity arose for her to join
a group of missionaries traveling
to Central America this past
summer, she immediately made
up her mind to go.
Led by a doctor and his nurse,
the group of 13, of which Kathy
was the only member (beside the
doctor and nurse) with any
previous medical experience,
departed for Honduras May 23.
During the six weeks that followed,
a collage of experiences created
memories Kathy will always
cherish.
The missionary group based its
activities in the city of La Ceiba,
from which it traveled to more
than 12 of 'the surrounding villages and conducted free medical
clinics. During those first seven
days, the missionaries treated
approximately 3000 patients.
Since Kathy's medical experience was considerable compared to that of her comrades,
and because she was able to
speak fluent Spanish, she was
permitted to see her own patients, diagnosing their ailments
and prescribing medication as
she saw fit. She assisted in several
minor surgeries, such as tonsilectomies, and even delivered a baby.
"I had to study at night with a
flashlight to keep up," Kathy said.
"It was a real challenge for me because I had so much responsibility
The work was tough and the
conditions were even tougher,
Kathy said. It was usually 100
degrees with humidity at 90 percent during the day. There was
no running water, so bathing had
to be done in the rivers, and
sterilized water was conserved
for drinking, cooking, and
brushing one's teeth.
The missionaries stayed in
thatched huts, living as the
Hondurian people did, and carried their belongings with them
constantly in large army
backpacks.
"The conditions became
secondary after a while, though,
because we became so interested
in what we were doing," Kathy
said. The only mirror I had
was a little compact, and I never
wore makeup, so my whole self-

photo by Tammy Tant

Nursing student Kathy White served as a missionary this past summer in Honduras, Central
America.

image changed."
Because it was against the law
for women to wear shorts, Kathy
was forced to leave hers untouched
in her backpack and rely on only
one skirt and one pair of pants
she had brought. "I had to wash
them in the river nearly every
day just so I would have something clean to wear," she said.
As the missionaries neared the
end of their week and prepared to
go home, Kathy decided she
wasn't quite ready to leave yet.
The work was fulfilling, and she
had met many other missionaries,
who would be able to use her
help. So, with only two days left
she contacted a missionary, who
had been a Global Outreach
liason for the group during the
week, and convinced him to allow
her and another girl to remain in
Honduras and assist him with
his work.
A few days later, as the three
were returning from the airport
after dropping the rest of the
original crew off for their return
to the states, the girls realized
their mistake in trusting the
liason.
"He stopped the truck in the
middle of a dirt road far from
anywhere and told us to get out,"
Kathy said. "He told us he was
going to 'wash his hands of us,'
gave us our gear, and drove
away."
"We didn't know what to do,"
Kathy continued. "We just
started walking toward the
nearest village and praying that
someone would come along and
help us. Soon, a bus came along
and gave us a lift to the village."
"It seems we had become
somewhat of a threat to this missionary during the week because

we had accidentally stumbled on
some very corrupt practices of
his several times," she said. "He
was using contributions to buy
personal items. He had also
taken a lot of our money and exchanged it for us at less than half
the average rate and pocketed
the rest.
"He definitely did not portray
the role of a missionary as being
someone who gives of himself to
serve others in a less fortunate
situation. Personal gain was obviously one of his highest priorities," she said.
When the girls arrived in the
village, they went to the home of
a Peace Corps missionary they
had met earlier in the week and
told her what had happened.
"She let us stay with her and
work with her until we figured
out what we were going to do,"
Kathy said.
Because of the fact that the
girls had no money, their airplane tickets had become invalid,
and there were no working telephones available, they settled in
to stay awhile.
"From that point on, miracle
after miracle happened in answer
to our prayers,", Kathy said.
"The Hondurian people and the
other missionaries were so
wonderful to us that it turned out
we didn't need the liason after
all."
A Hondurian doctor passing
through the village a few days
later invited the girls to accompany him and assist him. They
did so for awhile, and he set up
seven clinics for them to conduct
in villages, hospitals, and
prisons.
"A prison cell was-no more
than a small cement room with-

out a ceiling, a bed, a toilet, or
anything," Kathy said. "There
was simply a drain in the middle
of the floor and metal bars across
the ceiling."
"In the hospital, there were 10
patients crammed into a room
the size of two dorm rooms,"
Kathy said. "The beds were
rusted metal, and there were no
sheets on them and no glass in
the windows or even curtains. It
was repulsive, but the people
were very receptive, and it was
fun to share with them the things
I knew."
After conducting three of the
scheduled clinics, the girls were
called to the Roatan Islands
north of Honduras to do missionary work.

"The people there were of
pirate descent and were very
mischievous," Kathy said. "It
was a lot different from working
on the mainland. We had to
watch our bags always, but we
had a wonderful time," Kathy
said.
When the girls returned to the
mainland to help conduct the last
four clinics, they learned their
medicine had been stolen. "It
was the night before the first
clinic," Kathy said, "and so
many people would be walking
for miles to come that we didn't
want to disappoint them, but we
knew we couldn't have the clinic
without medicine, so we prayed
about it."
"Then, when we went with the
doctor to pick up his mail, there
was an anonymous check there
for $1500, which was $100 more
than we needed to buy the medicine. It was a real miracle," she
said.
"We had exactly the right
amount of medicine to treat the
people at the clinics," she said.
"When we drove up to our last
clinic at a prison, we had only six
doses of malaria medicine left.
The guard met us at the car and
said 'We have six prisoners sick
with malaria.' It was so beautiful
that we had the exact amount we
needed," Kathy said.
The girls went home after their
last clinic at the prison, having
had their airplane tickets revalidated by the head of the
Hondurian airline who had heard
of their plight and wanted to
help. The situation with the
Global Outreach liason was
cleared up as well. Kathy and her
friend traveled to Global
Outreach headquarters in
Tupelo, Miss, to testify against
the man's activities when they
got back, and the mission board
took punitive action against him.
The girls carried home with
them "an understanding of
another culture, love of human
beings, and a faith that could
move mountains," Kathy said.
"One of the greatest things I
learned was that language and
culture barriers do not hinder the
transfer of human compassion."

pnoio Dy lammy Tant

As a missionary in Honduras, Kathy worked at health clinics,
in prisons, and in hospitals.
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The Gutter serves relaxed atmosphere
by Michael Albaneze
staff writer
When was the last time you
watched the Three Stooges while
sitting in a church pew or a pile
of bean bags? Those who stopped
in to see the Three Stooges film
festival this week in the Gutter
can affirm to this experience. In
fact, the way to describe the Gutter
is "an experience."
The Gutter is part of the
University Union Coffeehouse
Committee. Committee Chairman
Paul Braese describes the Gutter
as "an alternative to the
downtown scene. If you want to
get comfortable, this is the place
to be."
The Gutter is open every
Thursday night from 7 till 10 p.m.
and features live entertainment
unless there is a special event. It
is located underneath the YMCA
theater.
According to Braese, "We're
bluegrass-, blues-, and jazzoriented. We're a bar without
alcohol in a very relaxed atmosphere." That's right, no
alcohol is served. However, the
Gutter does serve exotic coffees
and teas, a novelty in Clemson.
"We are open to suggestions
about our operations. If there is a
demand for something, we can do
it," Braese said. "All union committees are volunteer committees with only so much time, so
suggestions are greatly appreciated. I think my committee
is the most dedicated committee
on campus."
Upcoming events by the cof>
feehouse committee include a
poetry reading by Dr. Richard
Godbee Sept. 15; pianist and
classical guitarist Sally
Fingerette Sept. 22; the Maggie
Ree Duo, a 14-year-old and her
father, who sing blues and jazz,
Sept. 29; and a wine and cheese

party in Edgar's featuring Aldo
Cella Oct. 7. "We're looking forward to more really good bands
throughout the year," Braese
said.
"There is limited seating for all
events, so people should come
early. We have a special surprise
planned for Halloween—you'll
know about it when you hear it,"
Braese said.
The Gutter was originally
"The place for the hippies in the
sixties," Braese said. A fantastic
mural on a service bar is all that
is left from that era. "We have
two pianos, and we are available
for renting by any campus organization for $15 a night."
"The 10 coffeehouse volunteers have their hands full, so
anyone interested in working at
the coffeehouse would be more
than,welcome," Braese said.

photo by Mary Owens

Students relax and watch an old movie at The Gutter.
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Don't wait in slow lines
for fast food.
So why wait? Call us
with your order and relax.
Domino's Pizza Delivers?

Domino's Pizza welcomes
you back to campus. For
over 20 years we've been
delivering hot, tasty pizzas
to hungry students across
America.

Fast, Free Delivery"
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082

The best part (besides
the pizza!) is that you
don't have to wait in line.

Our drivers carry lass than $10.00.
Limited delivery area.
Ot 983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

■ 30 minute
1 guarantee

If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes, 1
present this coupon to
the driver for a free
pizza.
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Phone: 654-3082
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"The Blanks" are back! Sept. 9,
9 p.m., $1. Cilda Radner in "Cilda
Live," Video tape, Sept. 13,7-12 midnight. "Kier irmiter," Sept. 15,
8:30 p.m., $1.50.

Horseback Riding
Saturday, September 10,
9:30-2:30

Sign up at the
information Desk.

September8, 1983

Bicycling on the Blue Ridge
Parkway! Ride 27 miles, from
Devils Courthouse to
Sycamore Flats. Saturday,
Oct. 1, 9 a.m-6 p.m. Sign up
now at the info. Desk!

Short Courses-

The Nut Hut is proud to introduce
our new "Clemson carob
Footballs"! Come by and try them
along with our great supply of
nuts, nut/fruit mixes, and delicious
candies. Located at the Union
information Desk.

Beginning Bridge, Sept. 12,15,19, 22, 26, 29; 7-9 p.m., $3
Beginning Golf, Sept. 22, 29, Oct. 6,13, 20, 27; 6-7 p.m.,
$10. Sign up by Sept. 15.
introduction to Sea (Lake) Kayaking, sept. 28, Oct. 1,2,
$20. Sign up by Sept. 14.
Library usage, Sept. 14, 7-9 p.m., FREE
Jewelry Making, Sept. 19, 26, Oct. 3,10; 6-9 p.m. $5.
Sign up by Sept. 12.
Public Relations, Sept. 19, 20, 21, 26, 27. Sign up by
Sept. 12.
Sign up at the information Desk!

poetry Reading. Thursday,
Sept. 15, 7-9 p.m.
Dr. Richard Codbee, in The
Cutter (located under the
Y-Theatre). Donations accepted.
we do it in "The Cutter."

College Bowl! Orientation
session for intramurals:

Tuesday, Sept. 13,
7-8:30 p.m., Loggia. Sign up
at information Desk for
regular season—$1 / person
or $5/4-man team.

OFFEEHOUSE COMMITTEE

See Bob Hope in
"Homecoming USA," to
be filmed for a national
TV appearance! Saturday,
Oct. 8, at 8 p.m. in
Littlejohn Coliseum. All
seats reserved—$12, $10
and $8—tickets on sale
now at the Union Box
Office. Ushers needed
—sign up in the Program
Office!
CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

CUU Games & Recreation
Committee proudly presents
the Fall 1983 VIDEO GAMES
TOURNAMENT! Absolutely
Free! Sept. 21, 7:30 p.m. in
the Gameroom. Limited
enrollment—sign up at the
information Desk.

Budweiser Beach Blast! Saturday, Sept. 10, at
Y-Beach, 12 noon-5 p.m., featuring "Chairman of
the Board" and The Fabulous Showmen"!
Tickets on sale now at the union Box Office$3 students, $6 at g^tfc^f M g
Co me see the Miss Budweiser contest!
Caribbean cooler—it's a Reggae Party! CDCC
and Rock 101 present the "Awareness Art
Ensemble," Friday, Sept. 16, at Y-Beach. Only $1.01
to get in and cheap beer and wine. Balloon rides!
UNION

3
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Entertainment
Center Stage

Singer-model ponders career possibilities
by Jim Martin
staff writer

photo by Dan Snipes

Bruce Shepherd, a member of the 4:30 Thursday Singers, is
also a part-time model

Play Review

Being momentarily at crossroads presents Bruce Shepherd
with the biggest decisions so far
in his career.
Shepherd, a senior in Administrative Management, has
been a member of the 4:30 Thursday Singers for four years. "The
first time I auditioned for the
singers was a nervous experience.
It was harder than other auditions I've gone through, mainly
because I wanted it so badly."
Performances for Shepherd
began early in his life. "I've been
doing theater work since I was
very young. In high school I was
in a musical group similar to the
4:30 Thursday Singers," Shepherd
said. He has also played lead
roles in plays such as "GodspeU"
and "Shenandoah."
After four years with the
group, Shepherd has seen positive changes take place in the
4:30 Thursday Singers. "I've
seen the group go from one that
basically stood around and
swayed, to one that actually
sings and dances. I'd like to
think I've had a little part in that
change."
The 4:30 Thursday Singers
practice anywhere from five
hours to rune hours a week just
before performances.

"When we start going on the
road, it takes up so much
time—time that should often be
used for studying," Shepherd
said.
Shepherd speaks highly of the
group. "We are all working
toward a goal—one that demands
the responsibility of the group to
present a good, professional performance. I think I like that the
most." He describes the group as
a family, not always one big, happy
family. "On occasions, we have
those sibling rivalries. I guess
that's the best way to describe
them," Shepherd said. "We are
really like a family, one where all
the members are really good
friends."
Being a member of the 4:30
Thursday Singers has proven to
be a rewarding experience for
Shepherd. "It's a learning experience. Every time you go up
and present something to an audience, you profit," Shepherd
said. "Although I've always
gained personal rewards from being in the group, it wouldn't hurt
to get a few credit hours, which
at this time are not given."
With his last year at Clemson
comes the reality of having to
"retire" from the group. "I had
already made a commitment to drop
out of the 4:30 Thursday Singers
at Christmas time. I thought I
would graduate, but as it turns

out, I won't be able to. Even
though I'm not, I am still leaving, mainly because it would not
be fair to the alternate who has
been preparing for my position."
Besides his singing and dancing abilities, Shepherd also has
opened up possible career opportunities in modeling. He has had
numerous modeling jobs with
local stores such as Rich's, Belks,
and Chess King. A promotional
ad for a major national name,
which will be featured in select
magazines such as Gentlemen's
Quarterly, was his latest modeling job.
When it comes to deciding on
one career goal, Shepherd seems
to be a bit skittish. "As far as a
career goal in dancing and singing, I can't really see myself
becoming an entertainer. There is
just too much luck involved,"
Shepherd said.
"I am interested in advertising, and you have to be able to
sell yourself. Putting yourself
forward is important," Shepherd
said, "as far as modeling goes,
maybe. It has many possibilities
for me at this time."
Whether singing and dancing
with the group or playing parttime model, Bruce Shepherd's
versatility lends to possibilities
of an exciting future.

Annie' a must-see
by Kathy Urban
and Karen Reynolds
staff writers
The Anderson Community
Theater's production of the
musical "Annie" is a definite
must to see.
Ten-year-old Meredith Driver
shows incredible energy in her
portrayal of Annie.
The show opens in the New
York Municipal Orphanage with
the orphans, played by Laurie
Henderson, Shannon Henderson,
April Keown, Mary Margaret
Kowalski, Charity Moon, and
Aimee Thompson, listening to
Annie repeating the story of how
she was left there by her parents.
After much ado, Annie succeeds in running away from the
orphanage to go in search of her
parents. Along the way she
meets a dog, played by Daisy,
whom she names Sandy; the
Hooverville-ites;
and
a
policeman. She is returned to the
head of the orphanage, Miss
Hannigan, played by Dandy
Smith.
The secretary to Oliver
Warbucks, Grace, played by
Mary Beth Woods, then arrives
to invite an orphan to spend
Christmas at the Warbucks'
mansion. Annie is chosen, and
her life is never the same again.
Oliver Warbucks, played by
Don VermiUion, and Annie have
an eventful two weeks: touring
New York City, searching for her
parents, and meeting the President of the United States, played
by Ken Thompson. As turmoil
brews, Annie overcomes all
adversity, proving that "the sun

will come out tomorrow."
The orphans, including Annie,
showed enthusiasm, personality,
and poise as they sang and
danced about the stage.
Miss Hannigan, Rooster, played
by Rob Alverson, and Lily,
played by Vicki Dunaway, were
crowd-pleasers as they strutted
down "Easy Street." VermiUion
and Woods, with their musical
backgrounds, gave polished performances. The entire cast united
to give a tremendous performance of "Annie."
The music and choreography
are uplifting and energetic,
especially in "It's the HardKnock Life," "Tomorrow,"
"You're Never Fully Dressed
Without a Smile," and "Annie."
The set construction and painting are first-rate, especially the
59th Street Bridge behind the
Hooverville.
The play, directed by William
Splewn, is presented in two acts,
with a 15-minute intermission. A
10-piece orchestra, conducted by
Perry Carroll, accompanies the
actors and provides background
music throughout the show.
The original production of
"Annie," which was based on the
book by Thomas Meehan, with
music and lyrics by Charles
Strouse and Martin Charnin,
respectively, ended its Broadway
engagement in January 1983.
Shows are Sept. 6-10 and
13-17, at 8 p.m'. Matinees will be
presented at 2:30 p.m., Sept. 11
and 18. Tickets are $8 for adults
and $5 for students through high
school. All seats are reserved.
For information call 226-0676.

The Heartfixers, an Atlanta-based jazz and blues band, performed at Edgar's last week.

Music comes from the heart
by Rip Russell
staff writer
The Heartfixers, a band of our men from Atlanta,
appeared at Edgar's recently, bringing with them
their unique blend of jazz and blues to the delight of
everyone who saw them.
These men played with an ease and enjoyment
that comes with all good bands. They played as
though their music was coming from the "heart."
The Heartfixers, definitely a laid-back band,
performed with a kind of "we-play-because-we-liketo-and-we-don't-mind-if-you-watch" attitude. Their
show ranged anywhere from old Muddy Waters jazz
classics to some original songs from their new
album.
Tinsley Ellis started the show moving at a fast
pace with his original solo on bis 1965 Gibson
ES-335. His control of the guitar was so smooth
that he seemed to have no trouble playing it behind
his head. Midway through the show, Ellis switched
to his 1959 Fender Stratocoaster, which he values at

over $1000.
After Ellis got the crowd on its feet, came the
bands real spotlight performer. "Chicago" Bob
Nelson, who once played for Muddy Waters,
brought nostalgia to the band's performance.
Hugging his harmonica close to the microphone
and leaning back to sing a few notes like, "What's
the matter with me? . . . done broke down," Nelson
reminded me of how the old roadhouse bands of the
'50s may have sounded.
The crowd really began to get involved in the
show with Nelson's outstanding performance, as it
also took a step back into the past.
As signified by the crowd's response, blues is
again becoming popular, and the Heartfixers are on
top of it. As Nelson said, "We did blues when blues
wasn't cool." Their deep love for the music was evident in their performance.
Tinsley Ellis said that their passion with the
music has now turned to an obsession to "spread
the good word" of blues to everyone.
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Album Review

The Kinks create a 'State of Confusion'
by William Stephens
staff writer
Kinkdom, home of characters like
"Lola" and "Dedicated Follower of
Fashion" and places like "Shangri-la"
and "Dead-End Street," is alive and well
on The Kinks' latest album "State of
Confusion."
The Kinks' singer, songwriter Ray
Davies, his brother and lead guitarist
Dave, drummer Mick Avory, bassist Jim
Rodford, and keyboard player Ian Gibbons
constitute a British band that had its first
hit in 1964's "You Really Got Me." They
faded until the 1970 hit "Lola" and resurfaced in 1979 with the popular "Low
Budget LP."
"State of Confusion" deals with some
pretty grim subjects, such as divorce and
noise pollution, yet Ray's razor-sharp wit
allows us to laugh even at life's bleakest
moments. The album successfully. combines Ray's clever lyrics with Dave's
vicious guitar style and even, on "Come

Dancing," for example, makes good use of
the horn section The Kinks used extensively in the early '70s.
The title track laments modern-day living and all its problems, a subject which
Davies has dealt with in songs like "DeadEnd Street" and "20th Century Man,"
but it really reminds one of the hero of the
1966 hit "Sunny Afternoon" living in the
'80s. Just read "my girlfriend's run off
with my car, and gone back to her ma and
pa" where "States" says, "my girlfriend
packed her bags and moved off to another
town; she couldn't stand the boredom
when the video broke down."
"Definite Maybe" bemoans the lack of
individuality in 20th-century society,
while "Labour of Love" is a song about
marriage. It seems at first that Ray is
condeming the institution ("marriage is a
two-headed transplant"), but he is really
praising those who have the guts to suffer
through it and make it work. Note Dave's
Hendrix-like rendition of "Here Comes
the Bride" at the beginning.

"Come Dancing" shows a softer side to
The Kinks, although heavy-metal purists
can still enjoy Dave's crashing solo just
after the line "the day they knocked down
the palais part of my childhood died."
"Don't Forget to Dance," the first song
on side two, sounds an awful lot like
"Misfits," and "Young Conservatives" is
Ray's response to the recent growth of
right-wing movements, in the tradition of
"A Well Respected Man." "Heart of
Gold," which was supposedly written for
Princess Anne, has a sort of country beat
to it.
The two grimmest songs on the album
are "Property" and "Cliches of the
World/B Movie." The former is a depressing tune about divorce, while the latter is
a sympathetic portrait of an average man,
who is fed up with his boring lot in life. It
is especially evocative of "the little man
who gets a train, got a mortgage hangin'
over his head; but he's too scared to complain; 'cause he's conditioned that way"

in the Davies composition, "Shangri-la."
The last song on the album is "Bernadette," about a jet-set, rock 'n' roll
groupie. This is the first song that Dave
has sung for The Kinks since "Truly
Trust Your Heart" on the "Misfits" LP,
and while it's still hard to tell what he's
singing, great guitar work and a powerful
saxophone solo make the tune well worth
listening to.
Two songs are available only on the
tape. "Noise," a cacophonous song about
noise pollution, and "Long Distance," a
Dylan-style portrait about a fellow who
can't enjoy his vacation because he's
spent all his money calling home everyday, are both Kinks' classics. Cultists will
want to buy the cassette in order to have
these in their collection.
The album is enjoyable and, like most
Kinks' albums, thought-provoking. The
cultist as well as the new Kinks' convert
will find something to his liking on "State
of Confusion."

The official yearbook of Clemson University

CLASS PORTRAITS

Final Week
All graduates and undergraduates
9/12 thru 9/16
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
(Monday through Friday)

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ROOMS 165 & 166
Men—coats and ties; Women—nice blouses
Come early and avoid the rush.

"TAPS-We're the Good Guys"
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Take Two

Music offers alternative
By Bob Adams
entertainment editor

Contemporary Christian
music—mentioning those three
words is certain to recieve a reaction of some kind, although not
necessarily a justified reaction.
Maybe one of the more common reactions is for people to
think they are going to be
preached to. A few people have
the misconception that contemporary Christian music is hymns,
"music that you can't listen to
for enjoyment only." However,
many of the popular Christian artists provide music that is entertaining and relaxing.
B. J. Thomas is one of the most

popular performers in this field.
He has been a popular recording
artist for over a decade; one of
the biggest hits was "Raindrops
Keep Falling on My Head." In
recent years he has moved more
to the country and Christian
music areas, and he has handled
the transition well.
After leaving the group
America, Don Peek sought a
career in Christian rock music.
His albums and songs are good
examples of the fact that this
type of music does not sermonize. Sure, there is a message, but
several of these songs would fit
nicely into a secular album,
message still intact.
When singer Keith Green died
in a plane crash last year, he left
behind thousands of college-aged
fans. His albums have continued
to be popular since his death, and
an album of his songs that were

not recorded was released this
summer.
Many of these performers give
concerts in the region. David
Meece was in Greenville two
weeks ago, and Christian comedian Mike Warnke performed in
Columbia in August.
The styles of musicians such as
Amy Grant, Dallas Holm, and
the Imperials vary just as much
as the style of any other musicial
groups. Their albums and concerts are entertaining, and the
music is great listening—with or
without the message.
Of course there will be people
who feel that the intent of this
column was to preach a sermon—
not true. The purpose is to let the
readers see another type of
music, another form of entertainment, and contemporary
Christian music offers an alternative type of entertainment.

Regional Notes

Way/on Jennings to perform
Country music fans can enjoy several of their
favorite performers at the Greenville Memorial
Auditorium Sept. 9. Waylon Jennings and Jerry
Reed will be in concert, and Jessi Colter and Cabin
Fever will also appear.
The concert is at 8 p.m., and all seats are reserved.
Tickets are $12. Call 242-6393 for more information.
Tickets are available at the auditorium and at all
usual ticket locations.

the charts. General admission tickets are available
for $12.95. Tickets are on sale at the Record Hole in
Clemson and Anderson and at Carole's Record Shop
in Greenville.

Edgar's
Singer/songwriter and guitarist Kier Irmiter
will be returning to Clemson for a show at Edgar's
Sept. 15. His last concert here was in the spring.
Originally from Clemson, Kier now lives in
Anderson Community Theater
Greensboro, N.C. He has been playing at colleges
The Anderson Community theater is presenting and clubs all along the east coast, and he released an
"Annie." Evening performances begin at 8 p.m. and album last year, "Consider Me," which contains all
are being held Sept. 8-10 and 13-17. Matinees are at original material.
2:30 p.m., Sept. 11 and 18. Tickets are $8 for adults
Besides singing his own compositions, Kier
and $5 for students through high school. All seats keeps up a comic rapport with his audience. He also
are reserved. For more information call 226-0676.
does impersonations of such musicians as Jackson
Browne, Bob Dylan, Billy Joel, and Bruce Springsteen.
Greenville Little Theater
"Annie," the hit musical, is being presented by
Carolina Coliseum
the Greenville Little Theater. Sandy, Annie's
The Carolina Coliseum and Beaver Promotions
favorite mutt, is being played by the original Sandy present Z.Z. Top Sept. 16, at 8 p.m. Their newest
from the seven-year Broadway production. The album is "Eliminator." All seats are reserved, and
musical begins tomorrow night, Sept. 9, and runs tickets are $12.50.
through Oct. 1. For ticket information call 233-6238.
To order tickets by mail, send a cashier's check
or money order plus $1 service charge. Include a
Six Flags Over Georgia
self-addressed envelope. The Carolina Coliseum,
Recording artist Al Green performs at the park P.O. Box 11515, Columbia, S.C. 29211. Call
Sept. 10. The concert begins at 6 p.m., and admis- 777-5111 for more information.
sion is the $12.95 park admission price.
Atlanta Civic Center
Asheville Civic Center
Neil Young will be in concert Sept. 27, at the
Loverboy keeps up their concert tour with a con- Atlanta Civic Center. The concert is at 8 p.m. For
cert at the Asheville Civic Center Sept. 11, at 8 p.m. more information call (404) 436-2500 or (404)
"Keep It Up," their latest album, continues to climb 523-6277.

COMPUTER MANAGEMENT OFFERS
STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNTS ON THE
NEC ADVANCED PERSONAL COMPUTER
• 128Kor256K bytes of
user memory
, • monochrome and color displays
• two-million bytes of floppy
disk storage
• high-resolution symbol and
line drawing graphics
• user-definable character set
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Sports
Tigers prepare for Eagle pass attack
7
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Doug Flutie prepares to pass.
by Scott Freeman
staff writer
When Clemson led Boston College 14-0 after the first half last
September, perhaps the greatest
concern to Clemson fans was
where the Tigers would be ranked
the next week.
But when the final seconds
ticked off the clock at Memorial
Stadium, Clemson fans everywhere must have breathed a sigh
of relief, since Eagles quarterback Doug Flutie could no longer
terrorize the Clemson secondary;
Tiger fans were also relieved that

file photo

their team had escaped with no
worse than a tie.
This year, after marching to an
8-3-1 1982 record and the
school's first bowl appearance in
39 years, Boston College is being
picked by experts to finish in the
top 20. And with 16 starters
returning to the Eagle lineup,
Clemson won't take Boston College lightly again.
Offense
The Eagle offense will be led by
5-9, 176 lb. quarterback Flutie.
Flutie, who last year was named
CBS Player-of-the-game against

Clemson, owns the Boston College record books only one game
into his junior year.
Last week, he picked up where
he left off in 1982 by completing
15 of 27 passes for 227 yards and
two touchdowns against Morgan
State.
Look for flanker Brian Brennon
to be the target of most of
Flutie's passes. The 5-10 senior
was on the receiving end of two
touchdown tosses last week.
Believe it or not, the Eagles
will run the ball at times. When
they do, they'll be giving the ball
to tailback Troy Stradford. This

sophomore ball carrier rushed
seven times for 26 yards last
Saturday.
In order for the Boston College
aerial show to be totally effective, Flutie will have to have
good protection from the offensive line. The Eagle line will be
anchored by 6-2, 254 lb. senior
Glenn Reagan at right guard and
6-4, 262 lb. senior Mark
McDonald at right tackle.
However, center Kack
Bicknell, left guard Mark Boardwell, and left tackle Shawn
Regent are in their first year as
regular starters.
This unit proved capable last
week against Morgan State, but
Morgan State is no Clemson, and
when the Eagles face Clemson's
front line Saturday night, the
young Boston College line will
have its work cut out for it.
Defense
The Eagle defense, which gave
up only 17 points per game last
year, is headed by middle linebacker Steve DeOssie. The 6-2,
250 lb. senior All-American candidate nailed Clemson for negative yardage three times last
year.
Up front, the Eagles can be
tough. Sophomore nose guard
Mike Ruth could be Clemson's
most difficult obstacle to cross.
The 6-2, 254 lb. Ruth is the
strongest man on the Eagle team
and had five tackles and one
quarterback sack last week.
Along with Ruth, the interior
line will include 6-2, 256 lb. Scott

Harrington at left tackle and 6-2,
253 lb. tackle senior Rob Swanke
at right tackle.
They will be aided on the outside by 5-11, 228 lb. David
Thames at left end and 6-2, 220
lb. Steve Lubischer at the opposite end.
The Eagle secondary will feature free safety Tony Thurman,
who led the team in interceptions
last year with six. He'll be joined
by
cornerbacks
George
Rodachowsky and Todd Russell.
At strong safety will be David
Parerra, who likes to blitz. The
junior led the secondary with
seven blitzes last week.
Boston College kicking game
appears adequate, with junior
placekicker Kevin Snow returning from last year. Punter John
Mihalik, however, is new on the
job, and Saturday's game will be
only his second varsity appearance.
Outlook
There should definitely be
some questions answered Saturday night in Boston College's
Alumni Stadium. Will Boston
College's young offensive line be
able to hold off what could be a
powerful Clemson pass rush?
If not, it could be a long night
for Flutie and company. If Flutie
does have time to throw, will
Clemson's secondary be ready to
face the challenge?
If not, then the Tigers could be
the ones to find out just how long
a New England Saturday night
can be.

Booters shut out
opening • Ill tents
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
Three goals by junior striker
Chuck Nash paved the way for
two Clemson soccer shutouts
this past week.
The Tigers, 2-0 overall, won
their season opener against Pfeiffer,
1-0, last Thursday night and
picked up win number two with
2-0 blanking off Winthrop Sunday afternoon.
"We're starting to have a
reasonably good team," head
coach I. M. Ibrahim said after
Sunday's game. "We have a
more steady midfield and a very
good defense."
Ibrahim used the early games
to give some of his younger
players more game experience,
which he said will be needed for
latent soccer talent that needs
competition to blossom.
Winthrop
After an early-first-half offensive drought, the Tigers generated some midfield attack and
scored two quick goals, which
were enough to down the Winthrop Eagles 2-0.
Nash headed a perfectly-played
pass from John Lee into the right
corner of the goal with 24:13 remaining in the first half to open
the scoring.

Clemson missed three more
scoring opportunities before
David Landgren dished off a
pass from Maxwell Amatisiro for
an assist to Nash. The goal,
which marked the end of the scoring for either team, came with
just five seconds remaining in
the first half.
"We made a lot of progress in
the first half," Ibrahim said.
"And perhaps we solved some of
the problems we had been having
with our midfield.
"Our midfield found a good
player in Landgren," he said,
"and the team as a whole released
the ball much better than
before."
According to Ibrahim, the end
of the first half marked the first
time this year that Clemson had
generated any offensive attack
from the midfield.
"We released the ball, as a
whole, very well today," Ibrahim
said. "I still was disappointed
with Lee's play. He needs to
learn to release the ball quicker if
he wants to be our general at
midfield.
"There are some bright points,
now," he said. "I'm much more
optimistic today than I was
Thursday night."
Pfeiffer
The Tigers made 14 shots on

'
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David Landgren brings the ball up the right wing in Sunday's 2-0 shutout of Winthrop. The Tigers
are 2-0 after consecutive blankings of the Eagles and Pfeiffer.
goal in Thursday night's contest
with Pfeiffer but could manage
only one goal.
Nash connected with 37:31 remaining in the first half on an
assist by Amatisiro to give
Clemson the opening game win.
The Clemson defense, led by
All-American sweeper Adubarie

Otorubio, held Pfeiffer to just
two shots on goal all evening.
Upcoming games
After meeting Eckerd Sunday
afternoon in a 2 p.m. contest, the
Tigers will begin preparations for
next Thursday night's opponent,
the SIU-Edwardsville Cougars.

Clemson defeated the Cougars,
2-1, in the opening round of the
SIU Cougar Classic last year,
and has lost to SIU only once.
The Tigers fell 2-1 to SIU in the
1979 NCAA finals.
After the SIU contest, Clemson
will travel to Chapel Hill, N.C., for
a contest with the UNC Tar Heels.

I
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Sophomore back lets action do the talking
by Marcy Posey
staff writer
"Actions speak louder than words" ought to be
Terrence Flagler's motto.
The sophomore tailback gave an outstanding
performance in Clemson's Saturday opener against
Western Carolina.
In his first starting role, Terrence gained 139
yards on 22 carries in three quarters, which earned
him last week's ACC rookie-of-the-week honors.
Off the field, Terrence is a soft-spoken, reserved
person. In fact, he said he spends most of his spare
time in his room.
"I don't hang out in bars or clubs," Terrence
said, "so when I'm not in my room, I spend time
with my best friends on the team, Ray Williams and
Terrance Roulhac."
High school
As a student at Fernadina Beach High School in
Fernadina, Fla., Terrence participated on both
the football and basketball teams.
On the hardcourt, Terrence averaged over 20
points per game. He was All-Conference, AllCounty, and Honorable Mention State.
In football, he was All-American, All-State, AllCounty, and All-South.
Terrence's college plans included desires for a
degree in communications. "That's what I really
wanted to major in, but Clemson only offers it as a
minor," he said.
What brought Terrence to Clemson was the
spirit of the team and the fans. "I came up for the
Georgia game the year Clemson was national champion, and it was pretty exciting," he said. "I was
also friends with Cliff Austin and Jeff Stockstill,

which had something to do with why I came here."
During his first year at Clemson, Terrence was
the top running back among Tiger freshmen with a
120-yard total. After playing nine of eleven games,
he averaged 4.1 yards per carry.
He played well, but there was some concern
over his fumbling problems. "I hope those problems
are over," Terrence said, "but I just try not to think
about it."
This year
So far this year, there have been no problems,
and Terrence will probably become a permanent
starter.
There are several exceptional players at the tailback position at Clemson, and Terrence thinks
highly of each of them. "If all of us tailbacks were at
other schools," he said, "85-90 percent of the
schools would start us. That's how good we are, but
we all can't play."
One of Terrence's goals at Clemson is to play on
a national championship team.
He would also like to break a few records. "I
want to break Cliff's [Austin] records for the most
yards in a single game and the most yards for a
season," he said. "One of the reasons I want to
break his records is because we're friends."
The future
After graduation, Terrence may follow in New
Orleans Saints rookie Cliff Austin's footsteps. "I
hope to play professional football," he said.
If Saturday's game is any indication of what lies
aheafd, Terrence may be able to reach all of his
goals. And if he does, this player of few words will
have a great story to tell.
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The Tiger Picks
True to form, Clemson's rout of
Western Carolina last week proved
the undoing of many a Tiger
ricks staffer.
The top five records so far
belong to those Tiger pickers
who have undying faith in Danny's
Delightful Darlings. Tammie
(Who's my date with tonight?)
Carroll, Pam (I can fit nine in
there) Sheppard, Bob (the goopgob) Adams, Stephen (Can I be
one of the nine?) Williams, and
Karen (money's tight) Reynolds
rested their faith in the Tigers
and came out on top in the first
week.
Cindy (Mattison or Pepper,
which is best?) Powell, Jan (I
don't even want a milkshake.)
Jordan, Drew (the Staple King)
Hyde, and Alan (the Rewrite
King) Cannon pulled up the middle of this week's prediction
exercise.
Now, to the losers. Jim (chief
scheduler) Gilstrap, Wendy
(When can I leave?) White, John
(I don't know if I can draw
THAT.) Norton, Robert (God
doesn't pay taxes) Miller, and
Roy (What's that noise?) Irwin
will attempt to gain some respect
for their football prowess with an
improved second week.
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS:
Clemson, 44; Western Carolina, 10
N. Carolina, 24; S. Carolina, 8
Virginia, 38; Duke, 30
App. State, 27; Wake Forest, 25
Georgia, 19; UCLA, 8
Florida, 28; Miami (FL), 3
Pittsburgh, 13; Tennessee, 3
Grambling, 21; Alcorn State, 0
Nicholls State, 21; Lamar, 14

THE GAMES:
Clemson (+4) at Boston College
Alabama vs. Georgia Tech at Birmingham
Florida at Southern California
Florida State at LSU
Miami (Ohio) at South Carolina
New Mexico at Tennessee
Presbyterian at The Citadel
Brigham Young at Bay or
California at San Diego State
Southern Miss at Auburn
East Carolina at NC State
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Spikers 1-4 after tourney
by Cheryl Albert
staff writer
The women's volleyball team
opened up its 1983 season with a
disappointing trip to Baton
, Rouge, La., for the LSU Invitational this past weekend. The
Lady Tigers won just one game
out of five and finished fifth out
of a field of six teams.
"We had been practicing for
two weeks prior to the invitational which could have been a
reason for our slow start this
weekend," coach Margie Wessell
said.
The Lady Tiger spikers had a
communication breakdown on
the court in the first game, according to Wessell. Wessell said
Clemson players weren't helping
each other out by calling plays
during the contest.
"This was the first time many
of the girls had played together,"
Wessell said, "and that was the
reason for the lack of communication.
"In the second game the girls
became more comfortable playing with each other and played a
halfway decent game."
In the first match, which was
played Saturday morning, Clemson
only scored 11 points en route to
a 7-15, 0-15, 4-15 loss at the
hands of the Flordia State Lady
Seminoles.
In the second match of the day,
the Lady Tiger spikers were
beaten in straight games by
LSU, 9-15, 6-15, 11-15.
Sunday morning, Clemson lost
to Rice in straight games, 3-15,
5-15, 7-15. Coach Wessell said
she felt Clemson shouldn't have
lost to Rice because of the fact
that the two teams were supposedly of the same caliber.
Although she said the team
played poorly against Rice,
Wessell said the Lady Tigers did
have some good moments. "A
couple of our girls made some extremely good plays, which showed
our true team capability," she
said. "The Rice match was
definitely a step in the right
direction."
The Lady Tiger Spikers did get
on the right track during their

Kick off
the year right

Write sports
for The Tiger

second game Sunday. Clemson
beat Southern University in five
games, 15-12, 9-15, 6-15,15-11,
15-5.
"The girls started to play well
as a team in that match,"
Wessell said. "Deanne Browning
played extremely well against
Southern and New Orleans."
Although Clemson did not beat
New Orleans, Wessell said the
Lady Tigers played a good
match. New Orleans won the
first two games 15-4, 15-8. The
Tigers rallied back to win the
next two games 15-9, 15-9. The
fifth and deciding game went

into a tiebreaker, with New
Orleans coming out on top 18-16.
"The tournament was a good
experience for us," Wessell said.
"A lot of new girls got to play,
and it gave these girls a chance
to realize their problems and see
where they have to go."
The Lady Tigers play Kentucky and Moorehead State
Sept. 13. Kentucky has been
predicted to be one of the top
contenders for a national championship this year.
"We're going to have to play
heads-up ball to win," Wessell
said.

Scoreboard
Sept. 1 through Sept. 7
Volleyball
at LSU Invitational
Florida State d. Clemson 15-7,
15-0, 15-4
Louisiana State d. Clemson
15-9, 15-6, 15-11
Rice d. Clemson 15-3, 15-5,
15-7
Clemson d. Southern 15-12,
9-15, 6-15, 15-11, 15-5
New Orleans d. Clemson 15-4,
15-8, 9-15, 9-15, 18-16

Football
Clemson, 44; Western Carolina, 10

Soccer
Clemson, 1; Pfeiffer, 0
Clemson, 2; Winthrop, 0
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Trailing the Tiger

Opening contest answers few questions
By Alan Cannon
sports editor

Well, the 1983 football season is finally
under way.
It's been a long time coming, hasn't it?
All summer long, whenever I would get a
glimpse of the new upper deck, I would
get all excited about the coming of a new
pigskin season.
But now that it's here, it doesn't seem
nearly as exciting as I had expected.
Clemson erased the Western Carolina
Catamounts from its schedule with a
44-10 drubbing in rain-soaked, newlyexpanded Death Valley.
I was pretty pleased with the way the
Tigers looked, especially the offensive
squad. For awhile there I thought I
wasn't watching Clemson—especially
when I saw Mike Eppley pass to Terrance
Flagler on the first play of the game.
But I started feeling at home on the
very next play. You know, the play where
Eppley couldn't get the ball into the willing hands of whomever coach Danny Ford
had chosen to run. But, Eppley recovered
the miscue with a minimal yardage loss,
so things didn't start off too badly for the
young Tigers.
Things went so well, in fact, I couldn't
think of any one thing to editorialize on
this week.
So rather than bore y'all to death by
rehashing the same statistics over and
over again, I've decided that a column filled
with all sorts of juicy little tidbits would
be just the thing for this week.

Here's what I think:
. . . Even though the offense did look as
smooth as a baby's butt in last week's
performance against the Catamounts
from Cullowhee, let's not get too hasty in
our hailings of the Tigers as this year's
super-team. Western Carolina is a long
way from Boston College, as are the Catamounts from just about everyone else on
the Tigers' schedule this year.
. . . Since we're talking about Boston College, I might as well go ahead and warn
you. You better be prepared for a long
night, since Eagle quarterback Doug
Flutie and his friends will be filling the
New England night sky with footballs.
If you haven't already made your plans
to borrow a blanket so you can stay up until midnight to listen to a football game,
you'd better get ready; with the relative
inexperience at cornerback so blatantly
displayed by Clemson, the Eagles will
start pecking away as soon as the opening
kickoff hits the ground.
. . . Even though Danny Ford keeps talking as though he plans to alternate redshirt years among all his tailback of the
day, I don't think Danny will put a new
Lester Brown or Cliff Austin on the bench
just so he can be used the next year.
Further, I don't look for Flagler to
spend more than four years running the
ball here at Clemson. If he keeps playing
like he did last week, The USFL might
just ensure that Flagler doesn't even
finish out his eligibility here at Clemson.
... It must have been very difficult for
university president (maybe coordinated
is a better word) over the ribbon-cutting
ceremonies for the new addition to
Memorial Stadium.
It just goes to show how strong a man
Atchley is when ydti see him consorting
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The Catamounts had to all but sit on Terrence Flagler in Saturday's opener.
with fellows who just last spring were try- IPTAV has is The Tiger's sports editor.
And what does a Tiger sports editor do
ing to run him out of town.
. .. And talking about IPTAY, didn't that to help out IPTAY?
Probably the most valuable thing Tiger
new upper deck really look great last
Saturday? I'm really glad IPTAY built sports editors do for IPTAY is the conthat 15,000 seat addition so that 13,000 tinual squelching and toning down of antimore people per week could see the Tigers IPTAY articles that appear in The Tiger
(see page 14).
play for absolutely nothing at all.
. . . While we're at it, let's talk about
IPTAY scholarships going to deserving
Well, that's what I think about the
students on campus. I think it's about whole football scene here at Clemson.
time the sports editor of The Tiger was
Or, in the words of former WFBC staput on full scholarship by IPTAY.
tion manager," That's my opinion, what's
I mean, let's face it, when it comes right yours.
down to it, the only friend on campus
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